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INI riON
One of the problems facing the American livestock producer is automaton
of livestock handling ana feeding. Competition in agriculture is demanding
each operator manage and use all available resources efficiently to survive
and prosper. Automaton as used in this study may be defined as the technique
of applying technological information to livestock production labor efficien-
cy. Such applications in livestock handling and feeding have failed to keep
pace with current developments. Progress made in this field has been slower
than in other phases of agriculture. Livestockmen are generally aware of
this condition. They are also familiar with the increasing cost of farm
labor and its decreasing supply. The need for improved labor management is
recognized and an effort is being made to do something about the situation.
The question is how to do the job? What is the best and most economical
solution to the individual producers problem? To date there has been no one
source of data to provide the answer to this question. Available oublished
information on the subject tends to be specialized. Most of the data covers
either one method of doing a specific feeding or handling task on a partic-
ular farm or provides technical information on some specific job related to
the subject. It is very difficult for the livestockman to assemble and apply ^
such scattered information.
The study presents in a consolidated form an accumulation of facts both
technical and empirical on the techniques of ap lying automaton to cattle
production labor efficiency problems. The scope of the information includes:
layout, design, and construction data on the structures, equipment, tad machin-
es used for cattle handling and feeding.
The object of the study is to assemble in one source enough information
to aid any iivfcstc- f m efficient fcii'tctiu
liv handl 1 feeding system. Thia - . feajrlaij
the available published information, studying and aoalysiim nunavoua Mractical
installations usin- efficient feeding and haju u systems, and applying
lo^ic of established work alaplifioatioQ principles to these aata. It
is believed the information c ua serve liveotoc^nen as a buide on the subject.
Such a gold* would ce invaluable to a cattleman when plana! if and developing
new or improved facilities.
The wide I f variables encountered in tne cattle production business
IM it necessary to kaaf the i„ bioa somewhat general. Facta and basic
-or fundamentals i re presented on tne foUovl&j topical
x. Irc^ic auto.na.ton in li
.
; nanoii:^ an . ag.
2. hcCo«Haendations for functional iealga ind layout of haadli&g aquipftant*
3. xHeccn; _;,ns for tha daa&ajp. and layout of feeoi. juip»anif
A. iiasic aha i ristics anu information on t;;e use of food convey^n fc
ma cranes.
In eaen case an objective analysis of alternative aitfcada afld aqui nant available
to da the various tests it> considered. These topics induce the major fields
of labor use in livestock handling and feeding.
SUKVLI OF LITE;
The following is a survey of literature on the subject Automaton of
Livestock Handling and Feeding. Only those materials applying to cattle
.reduction are included. The literature reviewed was of three general types;
periodical news items, authentic publications, ana technical data. Most
issues of the leading agricultural newspapers or magazines include some ite*
on at least one phase of automating livestock handling or feeding. These
sources of information are normally non-technical illustrated stories of
some livestocksen ' s way of doing a specific job. They stimulate thinking and
present ideas but are generally inadequate within themselves to permit active
application by others. The frequency of such items coes, however, indicate
interest in the problem and shows a need for more complete information. The
authentic publications referred to are governmental and state bulletins,
circulars, or leaflets. Literature of this type generally presents a re-
commended solution to a specific problem. The information is based on
scientific research or practicel experience in the fiela. The technical data
induces parts of some government or state publications as well as books and
research reports. Much of this data is a presentation of research findings.
This information ; roviues the fundamentals Uuon which future developments
are to be made.
ASjbM effective automaton of livestock handling and feeding involves
the co bii.ation of several more or less incepencent operations in xivestock
management, it is considered ap ropriate to classify the information as follows:
1. Basic principles of work simplification.
2. Livestock rorking corrals and equipment.
3. Livestock feeding systems and equipment.
4. Feed handling methods and equipment.
These classes represent the four major areas of management under considerat-
ion in this study.
Literature on Basic Principles of Work Simplification
The written material in this field covers reports of careful studies
conducted during the past few years. Vaughan and Hardin (19) define work
simplification as:
the development and use of easier, quicker, and more economical
ways of doing fsnr. jobs. it is an application of the in-
dustrially developed techniques of scientific management ana methods
engineering tc farm work.
Studies conructed by these same icthors shorn the basic consumers of labor in
farm work to be the movement of the hands and body vithout changing location,
the movement of the worker from place to place, snd the movement of materials
and equipment. Farther developments of the study resulted in the formulation
of what is referred to as fundan-entrl principles of effective work (19).
1. Have buildings and work areas dose together tc reduce travel.
2. Provide for circular travel to eliminate backtracking.
3. Use ^rsvit-v to love feec and supplies—chutes, feed bins, Eelf-
feeders, etc.
4. Provide paths, alleys, end coorv " I int are sufficiently wide,
level, and smooth for carts.
5. Locate tools and supplies at the place where the work is done.
6. Combine jobs and rearrange foi- tetter orcer.
7. Plan to complete one operation rhere another begins.
8. Haul maximum practical lot/ s to reduce trips.
9. fork at reasonable speed—avoid wasting energy.
When presenting a summary on ho* to increase "production work per man" while
doing chores French (5) suggests planning chores in advance to minimize the
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number of times feuds are handled, planning an overalx layout for the barn-
yard and fields, and studying the current methods being used to do the job.
Thorough analysis of the current practices can best be accomplished by
following a set procedure according to Hardin (6). he suggests the following
four-step procedure of analysis.
Step I Break down the job - Observe what you are doing.
Step II question every detail - Think about what you do. (why is it
necessary and what is its purpose? - where anc v-r.en should it
be done - who shouxu do it? - how is tne "best" way to do it?)
Step III Develop the new method - Decide on a better way. (ap;ly the
principles of effective work.)
Step IV Apply btM new method - Act on your ;.ew ideas, (improvements
will not help unless they are used.)
These principles according to the literature reviewed are the tools that can
be used effectively when developing efficient livestock labor management
practices.
Literature on Livestock Working Corrals and Equipment
The information in this area deals with the layout, cesign, and con-
struction of the various facilities and equipment needed for loading, un-
loading, weighing, sorting, confining, and treating cattle. The safety and
ease with whicn these operations can be accomplished are important to the
livestockman. The values to be derived from this type of equipment are jnany.
Krewatch and Meyer (12) include the following as some of the more obvious:
save labor, help prevent injury to both the animals and the owner, assist in
maintaining herd health, and i. -crease profits. These authors consider location
important for successful operation. Leading factors to consider are well
drained ground, convenient to pastures or buildings, and access to trucks for
loading even during bad weather.
Miller ana Tolman (14) present considera bl« information on construction
requirements. The following were included as essential construction features.
Crowding pens must be strong; in other words one should use heavy ;,osts well
set and spaced closely. The fence height should be five and one-half to six
feet. Plank and heavy poles are suitable fencing materials. Make gates
strong and Tree swinging and be sure they are equipped with quick sure fasten-
er*. The inside surface of crowding sreas should be smooth to ,.revent bruises,
curved corners are also recommended. The entrance to the system should be in
a corner for ease of working cattle into the corral. A "wing fence" five to
ten rods long and at an angle from the entrance gate is helpful. Near level
sites or arrangements where the cattle are worked up hill are desirable.
The basic requirements for a spray pen as recommended by Huber (8), have
at least two pens, one for nolding and one for spraying. The suggested width
for the spraying alley was eight feet. Catwalks should be provided for con-
venience. The recommended height for catwalks is about four and one-half
feet above the ground. A top rail on the fence at waist height above the walk
is helpful as a su.port for the s rayer. An eight foot by thirty foot spray-
ing alley will hold a carload of grown cattle according to Cuff (4).
Recommendations on the area required for working corral holding lots or
crowding pens ranged from 25 square feet for each cow and calf Koch (11) to
60 or 30 square feet of space .er animal Oregon State Extension Bulletin
715 (1).
The basic requirements for livestock equipment such as working chutes,
loading ramps and nead gate3 were about the same in all the literature re-
viewea. The major working chute recommendations were minimum length approx-
imately 30 feet, height of fence six feet, bottom width 18 inches, top width
30 inches. Additional features which were lifted as desirable include a
catwalk, a weather proof floor, and nearly solid sides up at least two feet.
Loading equipment should be located where it can be reached from outside the
lots at any time by truck or trailer. Tne recommended maximum width for tne
chute is three feet in the clear. Lither the step or ramp type floor in the
loading chute is c,uite satisfactory provided it is not too steep (l). The
side opening style of head gate is usually considered somewhat faster than
the end opening gate (14).
Literature on Livestock Feeding Systems and Equipment
The information under consideration in this section includes the facilities
and equipment used for cattle feeding. Layout, design and construction are
the major points of concern. One of the first steps in establishing a feeding
system is to determine the basic space requirements and size {specifications.
The follo-int, information on this subject is taken from tanles listing
the most generally accepted requirements for cattle under practical management
in "The Farm Book" (17) . Feeding lot area was 150 to 900 square feet per head
if unsurfaced and 35 to 106 s^t-are feet per nead if surfaced. Wintering lot
area for beef or dairy are 300 to 1000 square feet per head when unsurfaced.
Hay manger length per head is lo to 30 inches of feeding space and throat
height 20 to 26 inches. The feed bunk length per head needed is 16 to 30
inches with a throat height of 24 to 30 inches. Water in the feeding or
holding lot required is one square foot of open surface per 25 head for a
pressure system. Shelter netded for beef is 25 to 40 square feet per head,
dairy 40 to 100 square feet per head. For feed storage hay without silage,
boiea or chopped, allow 250 to 600 cubic feet, baled hay with silage 125 to
300 cubic feet of hay per head, one to three tons of silage. If loose hay
is used double the hay sp£ce requirements. Grain storage needs vary with
the program. When used one should provide a minimum of 25 to A.0 bushel of
storage per head. Bedding storage, baled or chopped, allow 75 to 150 cubic
feet per head.
The box-type combination manger and rack was found to be the best hay
feeder to reduce waste by Brennen (2). The principal reason presented for
waste in hay feeders was cattle backing away from the feeder with a partial
mouthful of hay and subsequent dropping of some hay under their feet. A few
of the basic measurements on t-is hay feeder are width five to seven ieet,
manger depth 22 inches, vertxcal spacer gap width 11 inches for dehornea
cattle and 29 to 34 inches for horned animals with an eight inch high stub
spacer centered between the regular spacers, height of head opening 20 inches.
The maximum recom: ended depth of filling was si* inches above the top of the
manger. Considerable work has been done on self-feeding c-.o | ad hay at Iowa
State College, Snove, et al., (15), reported the following as essential points
of design for a farm built chopped hay self-feeder.
1. A tapering structure having a smaller diameter at the top than at
the bottom.
2. Construction of a cone in the center of tne structure to force the
hay out toward the feeding manger.
3. Use of a swinging guard for the manger which per&its the cattxe
to reach well into the structure,
4. formation of an unlined air duct in the center of the structure.
5. Formation of "cleavage planes" in the hay to allow it to spreao out
over the cone.
Self-feeding silage fron a trench, stack, or bunker silo can be done with
about a tenth of the labor ordinarily required according to VanArsoall and
Cleaver (18). They list as important factors in this method of silage feed-
ing a silo near the feed lot with a paved floor and a stable wall equipped
with a feeding fence across one end. The space requirement given was three
to six inches per snimal.
Literature on Feed Handling Methods and Equipment
This section includes information on various aspects of the machines
used to transport, load, or unload livestock feeds. Henderson and Perry (7)
classify handling devices as follows:
1. Belt conveyors
2. Chain conveyors
3. Screw conveyors
4. Bucket elevators
5. Pneumatic conveyors
6. Gravity conveyors
7. Cranes
8. Lifts and carrying trucks and carts
All of these devices »ay be used in livestock feed handling. Some of the
basic characteristics given for the more common feed handling machines were:
Belt Conveyors
.
Belt conveyors have a high mechanical efficiency. They
induce very little or no damage to the product being transported. They have
a high carrying capacity, are adapted to long Distance iBOveirent, and give long
service. The cajor disadvantages of belt conveyors are high initial cost,
low limit for the angle of elevation, and they require careful engineering
to insure satisfactory operation.
Chain Conveyors
. Chain conveyors are easy to build, inexpensive, and
do not require special skill for design. They are very versatile to cifferent
agricultural uses. The major objections to chain conveyors are low mechanical
efficiency, noisy, and relatively slow. The three general types of chain
conveyors are trolly, scraper, and apron.
Screw Conveyors . The auger or screw conveyors are well adapted to use
in agriculture for handling finely ground products. They are siaple,
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relatively inexpensive, dust tight, easy to move, and reasonably accurate in
rate of delivery. The chief disadvantages of screw conveyors are a high power
requirement and a limit to the length for single sections.
Bucket ^levators
. The bucket elevators are what might be consiaered a
ified version of either the belt or chain conveyor. They are well adapted
for the vertical movement of feeds. Bucket elevators are very efficient when
properly designed. They are generally more expensive than the scraper conveyor.
Pneumatic Conveyors
. Pneumatic conveyors or blowers are well adapted to
some agricultural uses. The cr.ief advantages for this type of conveyor are
relatively low initial cost, mechanical simplicity, adaptation to changing
direction in conveying path, ability to handle a wide variety of materials,
and the system is self-cleaning. The main disadvantages for pneumatic con-
veyors are high pov;er requirement and possible damage to some conveyed
products.
Knight and Dixon (10) suggested applying the following principles when
working with feed handling problems.
1. Don't move iti Or move it as little as possible. Siioi'ten distances.
Let animals self-feed.
2. Handle larger amounts! toaKe every trip count. iiiminBte small batches.
3. Make trie flow continuousl Use machines to move materials automatically.
4. Condense itl Reduce bulk and weight of materials. Cnange their shape
for easy handling.
Feed handling is a different problem for each livestock producer.
Swegle (16) suy^ested the operator look at the following points when deciding
how much to invest and how to make materials-handling equipment pay off. How
many bushels or animals are handled? Is the current supply of available labor
adequate? What are the age and nealth conditions of the operator? Will tne
time saved permit the operator to go a better job with animals or crops? T.ill
the time saved permit increasing the size of operation either livestock or
fata aaraftj or
—Bh\% the . :or to tli . hired help?
ZtFLXa OF LIVESTOCK AUTOMATON
!»• boa of livestock kiag and feeding a** been defined M
the t«4fca4aa« of as
. technological i
: ice bo Umte«k •jvaaotioa
labor effitxloac
.
Tils saotloa presents a condensed version of the prl*»
cities involved in it: Lcatioa. The information ii ......ed ou d*^ froa
numerous a»lfc s'^plificstion studies aad is justified, however, KLnet work
jiification is defined by Vaug-n ina Har&n (19) as;
the development and use of e^i~.:, pftiokar, and more economical
•ays of doing farm jobs, iissentialiy it is an application in indus-
kral a^oped techniquei of scientific M«nt utd aotbe
engineering to farm work.
P*aa tnese tag definitions it If ofcwiOua the two terms are synonymous in
so far as livestock production is concerned. The raaterial in thij section
provi^s tie basis for a systematic attack to the problem of labor efficiency
in a livestock prograa.
The starting point toward a more efficient work schedule is a complete
analysis of pretext methods and c^uip.aent. The following is the four step
proceauTb for muiciii*- i. o'uj •Otiv* taalvatl . esented by Hardin (6).
•p I aak down the job -— Observe what you are doing.
Ciep II J Lob every detail Think about afect
..
ou do (wh£ is It
necessary and what is its paxpoaO? — wnsre sad when anould
it be done v^o should do it? — now is the t" aff to
do it?) -
3tep III Develop the new method .Decide on a better way (apply the
rincipj.es of effective work.)
otep IV Apply the new method act on your new ideas, (improvements
will not help unless they are used.)
Uhen applying these four steps it should be remembered habit and oaataa are
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two of the bigflMt ^tumbling blocks for effective later utilization. They
are no critei'ion for efficient York.
The major areas of labor use in livestock prediction are livestock
handling, livestock feeding, end feed handling. £ach of these topics arc
the subject of more etailed consideration in later sections, fthen develop-
ae* as »r( ffleient methods of iivested hand] Lag or ieecmg ^eriod-
ical reference to the following principles of effective woric n^g,:^ and
Hardin (19) mill help keep the thinking objective ana Insure sound decisions.
1. Flan to ate both hands ei k an doing a job.
2. Believe the hamis when /ossible by providing holding devices.
3. Preposition materials and supplies vit.iin easy reach for convenience.
4. Carry a full loea each trip to reduce the number of tripe.
5» Arrange buildings and work areas cio&e together to reduce travel.
6. Plan work travel circuits to reduce backpacking.
.
7. Locate tools and suc.iiee; where the vork is done.
8, ...'_a;biue jobs and rearrange, sche.dv.ies so :ne operation is completed
where another begins.
9. Whenever possible use gravity to .r.ove feed and supplies.
10. Provide level smooth paths or alleys for travel routes.
11, Fit the •qaipaeat to the job, the farm, and trie worker.
_ . Make maximum us« of equipment by using it in all. ^os^ible ways.
The handling and processing of livestock feeds offers &a:y livestock-
men a fcreat opportunity for automaton. The high labor ccjI, the oecrer.sing
iaDor supply, and tne availability of -.ifcctricai power on test faros hss
changed this probieti ^uite rapidly ia recent year;.. The prlaelj&lea of
efficient feed handling as listed by Knight and Dixon (10) are:
1. Don't move it! Or move it as little as possible. Shorten distances.
Let animals self-feed.
2. Handle larger amounts! Make every trip count. Eliminate small batches.
3. Make flow continuous! Use machines to move materials automatically.
4. Condense it! "educe the bulk and weight of materials. Change their
shape for easy handling.
These are the tools for greater labor efficiencies in livestock handling
or feeding operations on all farms. The application of these principles on
any farm may require mechanisation, new equipment, a better arrangement of
new or existing equipment, or a combination of these items. The management
in each case must determine the workable combination for the individual
farm. Some additional factors to be considered along with these principles
are size of operation, labor supply, available capi-tal, and the benefits
to be gained.
Economic justification for improvements which increase labor efficiency
is sound only when the value of the marginal product created by the in-
creased efficiency is equal to or greater than the cost. The marginal
product in this case being the difference in labor cost per production
unit and the difference in production efficiency per unit due to better
handling practices or feed utilization.
LIVESTOCK WORKING CORRALS
This section of the thesis concerns the automaton of that portion of the
livestock production plant commonly referred to as working corrals. The
working corrals include the equipment and facilities needed and used to loaa,
unload, weigh, sort, confine, and treat animals. A well planned arrangsment
of these facilities can aid the producer in a number of ways. A few of the
more important services rendered include:
1. Reduce the labor required when handling livestock.
2. Reduce injury to livestock while being handled,
3. Reduce the chance of accident and injury to the producer during
handling.
4. Encourage better fly and parasite control measures.
5. Encourage better herd health by making inspection and treatment
easier.
6. Encourage better management practices such as timely dehorning,
vaccinating, branding, and periodical weighing.
It is quite obvious no livestock producers facilities are complete today
without working or handling corrals of some type.
The information to follow was prepared to provide a guide for the builders
of such equipment. It is believed the information and illustrations can be
adjusted or combined into a workable plan for any condition of terrain or
management encountered by the livestockman. The recommendations are general
and the designs illustrate basic principles. Corrals of similar design are
serving many Kansas livestockmen quite satisfactorily at the present time.
The phases of working corral planning discussed in this thesis are location,
design, and construction. The judgement exercised in planning each phase is
usually evident in the final product.
Working Corral Location
Location of the working corral is considered first because it is the
initial step in any structural planning. The convenience of the system is
dependent on the site and its location with respect to fences, roads, build-
ings, and other corrals or lots. The ease with which livestock can be
worked into the corral depends on its location hence the importance of site
selection. The more important factors to consider when selecting a working
corral site include the production system, topography, access, utility,
and protection.
The production system determines how, when and where the system is to
be used. For example, where will the livestock be when the handling is re-
quired, in the feedyard, on pasture, adjacent to the farmstead, or away
from home? It is desirable to locate working corrals near the livestock for
convenience. This may mean there is a need for more than one working corral
layout for some livestock programs. Working corrals can be of service in
pastures as well as around barn lots.
Topography. The topography of the land is important. Relatively level
sites with good drainage or with a moderate uniform slope are preferred.
Cdttle work better in such areas, gates are easier to operate, and it is
easier to maintain a site of this type. Avoid whenever possible locations
subjeet to periodical flooding or with poor drainage, excessive erosion, and
very irregular surfaces. An available water supply may be desirable for
some operations.
Access. The availability is important. That portion of the system used
for loading and unloading livestock should be adjacent to a road system which
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will allow movement to market or wherever desired at any time independently
of the prevailing weather conditions.
Utility . Convenience end flexibility is needed. Select a location
adjacent to and available from as many lots or pastures as possible. Good
sites for range and pasture corrals are where several pastures meet or where
natural collecting areas such as water points, mineral and grain feeders, or
shelter are located. Barn yard units are best when direct access to each pen
is provided and the loading area is off the farm court or road system.
Protection . Protected sites are preferred when there is a need for using
the corrals during winter months. The protection may be from a windbreak,
a natural bluff, or bwiidings. Having the corrals in a protected location
encourages more use of the system. Avoid placing crowding pens, working chutes
and similar equipment in areas subject to severe icing such as along the Horth
side of a large building or heavily shaded areas.
Itorking Corral Design and Construction
The design and construction of a working corral can and should be ad-
justed to fit the producers needs and the site. Convenience, safety, sim-
plicity, and flexibility are the keys to a successful design. It is possible
to develop a very practical solution for each producer by keeping these
points in mind curing tne planning process. As a starting point analyze the
production program. Determine the number and size of animals to be handled
at one time and the kind of operations to be performed. These factors
provide the basis lor deciding on the facilities required such as the number
of pens and their size. If future expansion is anticipated it is wise to
consider this when making a decision.
The design of a working corral system is essentially a problem of
arranging or organizing the different parts into a working unit. To simplify
the problem the function and construction of each part are considered sep-
arately. The various parts can then be assembled for the final stage in
design. The component parts of a working corral include holding pens, crowd-
ing pens, working alleys, working chutes, loading chutes, squeeze chutes or
head gates, spray pens, scales, and cutting gates. The number of parts to
be assembled into a unit will depend on the need and purpose of the corral.
Holding Pens. The holding pen is the confining lot into which the animals
are placed or collected prior to or after working. They may be existing lots
if available or they may be pens built as a specific part of the working
corrals. It is generally considered desirable to provide at least two hold-
ing pens. One for holding cattle prior to working and one for holding the
animals after treatment. The space required will vary quite widely depending
on the size of animals, time they are to be held in the pen, end the weather
conditions while in the lot. The most generally accepted space require-
ment varies from 20 to 40 square feet per head on calves or yearlings and
35 to 70 square feet per head for mature cows. The shape of the holding pens
can be whatever the local site demands. Sharp exposed corners should be
avoided in a holding pen. These pens need direct convenient access to the
crowding pens, working alleys or chutes, and pastures or areas from w.^ich the
cattle are assembled. A "wing fence* five to ten rods long at an tingle from
the entrance gate helps funnel livestock into the system Miller and Tolman
(14). Placing entrance gates at a corner is also helpful in directing
livestock in or out of the holding e . If the cattle &re helo in these pens
for long periods or during hot wtathtr it is wise to provide a watering point
in the nen. Locate the tank where it will cause the least, interference and
arrange so cattle will not get in the tank wbm crowded.
The construction of the holding pen must be strong, however, it nay be
somesrhat less rigid than a crowding pen fence. A five to five and one-half
foot fence is recommended. Posts should be firmly eet at least 30 inches
deep and placed ap roximately two per rod or eight feet on center. A
six-inch pressure treated or native hedge post is the standard fence sup.ort.
Suitable substitute post materials include good three to four inch pipe set
in concrete and discarded railroad ties. Use only sound fully trotted ties,
either pine or oek. Badly cracked or damaged ties and IboM just dipped
are prone to rot off just below the '.round line in a period of five to ten
years. Purchase treated posts from a reliable source usd be sure the ost
is fully pressure treated. The apnearence of a fresh saw cut one foot from
the end of the p**t is a simple field test for noting decree of treatment
imp- ion. The split or sawec post is easier to use with some fencing
materials. If a split post is used a base diameter of eight to ten inches
prior to splitting is required to nrovide equal strength and rj J J-ty, There
is wide Fft&fi of suitable fencing materials. Some of the factors to con-
sider when making a selection are initial cost, maintenance j»r 15&M5 costs,
and the frequency of use. The illustrations in Plates I, II and III show the
more common fencing materials and the recommended spacings for the materials.
While all of these fences may have nearly equsl holding qualities when in
good repair the general opinion among live stocksei seen;s to f*vo- f. type of
1XPUSATI0N OF Fi-ATE I
Fig 1. Typical 1x6 fence board holding pea or corral fence.
Fig 2. Typical 2x6 plank holding |MN or corral fence.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE II
Fig 1. Typical 48 inch woven wire holding pen or corral fence.
Fig 2. Typical pole or pipe holding pen or corral fence.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE III
This is a typical holding pen or corral fence using landing mat and
barbed wire.
PLATE III
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fence including pole boards or Borne material the cattle can see readily.
Xhis is one of the most important factors to consider when wild or flighty
cattle are corraled. Stampeding into hard to see fence materials is a
common problem and accounts for much of the damage to corral fences. It
also results in injury to animals in some cases. Assembling the fencing
materials as panels which can be fastened to the posts makes moving easy and
increases the flexibility of the fence. Panel construction is especially
recommended for use by tenants if they must both build and supply the fenc-
ing materials.
The methods used to secure the fencing materials to the posts raries
quite widely. A few of the desirable characteristics of fasteners are good
holding power, durability, ease of installation, ease of removal or replace-
ment, minimum damage to the fencing materials, no sharp edges or projections
to injure the animals, and neat appearance. Select the fastener which meets
the requirements best and is most economical locally. Good fasteners are
essential. The strength of a fence is determined by its weakest part. A
number of accepted methods of fastening a fence to the posts is illustrated
in Plates IV and V.
CroTrding Pens . The crowding pen is the confining area into which the
cattle are placed as a starting point for working. This pen must have direct
access from the holding pens and to the loading or working chute into which
the cattle will go from this pen. The major purpose of this pen is to enable
closer control of the animals than the holding pen allows and provide a means
of forcing the cattle to go where desired with minimum effort. In many in-
stallations this area also doubles as a sorting alley, a spray pen, and a
EXPLANATIGH OF PLATE IV
Fig 1. Bolt and washers used to fasten fence board or plank to posts.
Fig 2. Lag screw fastener for board or plank fences.
Fig 3. Bolt with washer and metal plate fastener used at fence board
or plank junctions.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE V
fig 1. U-boit fastener for pipe, pole, or rod fencing.
Fig 2. The use of a AOd spike in pole fencing.
Fig 3» Bolt fastener for pipe or pole fencing.
Fig 4-. Metal strap pipe, pole, or rod fastener.
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confining lot for a stray or sick animal. The aj raquircaea&l for this
area is one pen of approximately 49Q square feet of floor ares, enough to
accomodate one large truck load (uiff,4.)» Ih«o the crovding pen serves a
doubxe purpose more space is often desired. Two ,-ens of tils size or one pen
twice this size which can be divided makes a good arrangement.
To be effective the crowding pen must permit close accurate controi of
the cattle movement. This is accomplished in most cases by the snape of the
pen and the location of gates. There are three basic snapes for crowaing pens
in common use. They are the rectangular, triangular, and circular. A rec-
tangular pen is sometimes callea a working aliey t It consists of a peri from
eight to twelve feat wide and as long as needed. The pen is usually slightly
tapered at one end to direct the cattle into the desired direction. This
type of crowding area will normally be ecu^ *ith one or more cross gal
to maite control easier. The alley is preferred by many operators particularly
the producer vdth a cov here because it provides an excellent area for sort-
ing or cutting large numbers of anlnals fast, and it is simple. This arrange-
ment is also convenient to use as a spraying area. The circular or
semi-circular crowding pens pre also adapted to the large units. The major
advantage to these arrangements are their effective ositive crowding
abilities ltl— equipped with a crowding gate which swings across tha circle
from a center point. The arrangement requires more work and care in its
layout and may be more difficult to erect. The triangular arrangemt-it
represents a compromise between the circular and the rectangle system. Tha
funnel or pie shaped pen permits effective crowding especially wh«n provided
with a crowding gate. This type of pen is simpler to build than the circular
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t,ype. This arrangement is not as adaptable to other uses such as sorting
or spraying. All three basic layouts for crowding pens are illustrated in
Plates VI, 711, VIII.
The same principles of good construction covered in the holding pen
section apply to the crowding pens, however, these pens must be built
stronger. The >osts need to be spaced ap roxiiastely six feet on center and
in the ground at least three feet. The fencing materials also must be
heavier two-incn planting or its e.juivolent as illustrated in Plate xX. The
fence should be five and one-half to six feet high. The gates should be
extra strong and special care should be taken during construction to eliminate
all square corners or sharp projections which might cause injury to tne
cattle. A well built crowding pen is essential to all working corral systems.
forking Chutes. The working chute is the lane into which the cattle are
placed for treatment. The alley or lane starts at an opening off the crowd-
ing pen and normally leads to a squeeze chute or heac gate vhich opens into
a holding pen. The purpose is to tiine the cattle in single file for treat-
ment. Since tnis lane alines the cattle in single file it may also be used
as a location for sorting or cutting gates. This arrangement ior sorting
has the advantage of permitting positive individual dividing. Sorting tsy
this method is slower, however, than the group sorting possible in a working
alley. The recommended xength for the working chute is from 25 to 30 feet.
Providing this length is very important if t.e chute is to be efficient and
convenient to use. This length permits placing from five to seven animals
in the ready line for working at one time which speecs the work up consider-
ably.
m - ;LATi. VI
Pig 1. Typical working corral layout with rectangular working
alley, separate working chute and scale location, .-equate
for up to 100 head.
Fig 2. Typical working corral layout for small unit using rec-
tangular working siley.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATi- VII
Fig 1. Working corral arrangement for small to medium sized units
using triangular crowding pens.
Fig 2. Working corral layout for medium to large units v,ith 200 head
or more using triangular crowding .en.
PLATE VII
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SANATION OF PLATE VIII
Fig 1. Forking corral firra.ngemer.it for 100 to 200 heac using
semi-circular crowding pen with crowding gate.
Fig 2. for&ing corx-al arrangement for medium to large unit using
circular crowding pen I ith tv;o crowding ^ates.
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EXPLANATION PLATE IX
Fig 1. Typical 2x6 plank crowding pen fence.
Fig 2. Typical pipe or pole crowding p«M fence.
Fig 3. Typical sucker rod crowding pen fence.
Fig U* Typical 2 tier landing mat crowding pen fence.
Fig 5. Typical i tier landing mat and plank crowding pen fence.
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Close ;_..v.rence to the dimensions specified for the cross section of
a chute is also quite important. The section should just fit the animal
rith t minimum of clearance for best results. The narrow width eliminates
the problem of having more than one animal try to Oo through the chute
one time and discourages the cattle in the chute from trying to turn around.
The generally accepted clearance required for mature cattle il JO laohaa*
Young cattle obviously do not need toil much width in fact lMl width is
desired. In order to make one chute serve all sizes eliiciently two con-
btruction techniques are commonly used. Tne posts are set at an tafia making
the chute "V" shaped for one method and inserts are fastened to tne fence
to narrow the fence at to* tottoa for tot otner attaodU tu^ ^.j-j-u^t-i
in ?Iate I give the recommenueo Mtwramtl Tor both •vfttoft*.
Additional construction features recommended for wording cnutee include:
the addition oH catwalk or walkway along th« fchtttlj jrovius solid »r nearly
solid sides on the fence up two feet from tne floor, anc provide a aaatatT
proof floor. The catwalK aldi la wominfe to* cattie down to* ebata.
hei.-;ht if the catwaii should be from 24 to Jo inci.es. T;iis m »• top
board on the fence about waist blight* The solid fencing near the ground
serves two purposes; it Haiti the fin from in the ton I in get-
ting the cattle to move along better aad it lllalnatl ossibility of tne
cattle getting 1 foot or leg caught wnich could result in an injured attlaal,
Suitable weather proof floors include a six to aigj »»iai crushes rock fill er
very rough concrete. Planks are naitlaM used for flooding but are generally-
net economical in this area. It a solid floor is omitted wording cattle
during wet weather can be very disagreeable and there is some aa*f*r of slipp-
ing. The working chute is one of the biggest labor savers la tr.e wording
EXPLANATION PLATE X
Fij i. Typical working chute cross section for mature animals only.
Fig 2. Typical working chute cross section with inserts making
chute narrower at bottom aad suitable for I^rje or small
animal I
.
Ilg 3. /ilternate cross section of working chute for all sizes of
c ttle. Shov.s slanted t;osts.
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corral system when properly ouiit.
l.^- ./-:... ..hut': s . The leading chute If .ipinent or device used to
Bit* the cattle vt.rtiefcJ.iy from the ground -evel to the floor level of the
conveying truck, pidOSjp, or trailer. This likewise is r-ne part cf the System
which should not be omitted, ivery livesto clcraan large or small needs * load-
ing device. Loading chutes may be classified into three groups according
to their construction such a6 ramps, portable chutes, and permanent or non-
portable chutes. Itdl type has advantages and disadvantages but when
properly built will do a good job. The nap is best adapted to sloping sites
but they are also satisfactory for level sites with & little more construct-
ion work. The advantages for the ramp are general rigidity and the so-
floor. Livestock ioaa better over a solid floor. The inflexibility and
higher construction costs on some bites are the xeading disadvantages of tne
ramp. The floor of a ramp may t>e gravel and clay, crusned rock, or concrete
provided it is roughed to prevent slippage when wet. The portable loading
chute is best adapted to tne medium or small operator who finds it necessary
to load animals at more than one peififc* By making the chute portable one
chute is adequate and thus keeps do»n overhead costs. Portable chutes are
also desirable where the installation of a fixec chute would interfere with
other work. The degree of portability can vary depending on the distance
to be moved and the method of movement. Litiier wneels or skios can be used
to make the chute portable. The disadvantages of a portable ch-te are tne
difficulty of making portable e ;ul;ment as durable as desirec for permanency
and the tendency for portable equipment to wander from home anc therefore
not be available when needed. The permanent loading cnute is very similar
to ramp frith the exception of the floor- vhieh is usualxy a suspended plank
lotto earth or conerata this loners the construction cost
in most arett, and permits the ini.tallr-.ticu of a oevice v.hich will |»fit chang-
ing the elevation level of the floor to match the height of the hauling machine.
Proper locution of the loading chute i6 a point of major importance if
Maximum convenience and efficiency is cesired. The itadiafl c.; ;ute should have
direct access to the traffic or road/way system on the farm or in the pasture.
This permits loading during any kind of weather *hich may be an important
marketing consideration. The chute must also Lave access to either the writ-
ing chute or the crowding DOR for convenience of getting the cattle feseeaibied
for loadi ig. Additional points vhich are desirable to consider v.hen possible
are arranging lots so tr.e cattle ere rcrked uj. hill in the pens letting to
the crowding area and loading ?dth the truck headed down Idli. Ti«is —|r»g it
easier to fill the front ena of the truck.
The construction of a loading chute must be rugged and curable yet the
finish must be such that there are no sharp corners or edges which cause
injury to the animais being lcaced or unloaded. The dimensions most generally
accepted for lot' utes a e clearance width 30 to 36 inches, length of
chute 10 to 16 feet, loading height adjustable from three to four feet, and
height of sides five and one-half to six feet. Additional structural fo tv es
considered desirable include solid or nearly solid sides at le«st two feet
above the floor, cross tiss overhead if used at least seven feet above the
floor, and the installation of a loading platform with snail access gates
between the truck snd the end of the loading chute proper. Many of the newer
cnutes are equipped with a stepped floor instead of a cleated ramp type floor.
The illustrations in Plates ;I, XII, XIII and XIV give all critical dimen-
sions and the structural details needed for construction.
Squeeze Chutes. Squooso chutes and hoad gates serve the seae purpose
in a working corral system, that of holding the cattle securely while being
treated. The proper location for this equipment is at the end of the working
chute with the outlet into a holding pen. It is satisfactory to set the
squeeze at an angle to the working chute if necessary provided the turn is
not too sharp. An angle of 45 degrees with the horizontal being about
maximum for best results. As a general rule the head gate is ade^uaf.e for
the smaller units where only a few head are worked at one time and the squeeze
is used by the larger operations. The squeeze permits a more positive hold
on the animal ?.nd therefore snakes the work much, easier.
Some of the features to look for on a head gate or the head holding
device on a squeeze are: ease of operation, simplicity, sure fast catch,
quick actio >, tad safety. The safety feature is important to both the
operator and the livestock. Dartre should be taken to revent choking the
animals. So one design for a head gate or squeeze chute is best for all
ooerators, some prefer one type and some prefer another type. Select the
one which will provice the most features needed la rticular case. One
important point to consider when selecting a squeeze is the outlet gate lo-
cation. Some chutes open to the front end some open on either one side or
the other. Most cattlemen think the side opening chute is faster then the
end opening chute. Be sure to place the opening so the cattle are released
where they should go. It is also wise to purchase or build the needed
adjustments into the chute. Some of the adjustments which are •• ccially
useful include drop bars or sections that open to permit easy access for
EXPLANATION OF PLATE II
This is a typical cross sectional viev of a permanent loading
L-hute. Te measurements can be used for any ty^e loading chute.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE Uil
Fig 1. Plank step floor detail for permanent loading chute.
Fig 2. Side view typical ramp type loading chute.
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EXPLANATION PLATE XIV
*'ig 1. Stepped-floor detail for portable chute.
Fig 2. Typical trailer mounted portable loading chute.
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branding or treating, end width adjustments at t.. base which make the
equipment fit the various sizes of cattle to be worked. The squeeze chute
is one piece of wording equipment that can be purchased reaay-mace. it is
a key piece of equipment for the treatment of cattle.
Spray Pens. The spray pen as previously mentioned is usually a dual
job for some ot'.er part of the system such c,s t. c crovcUng pen, working
alley, or working er.ute. Since this is the normal condition the cj.scussion
on this topic will deal vdth a few specific recommendations for a structure
used for spraying. The fencing used for any of the above mentionec arts
is adequate for the spray pen if provided with a catwalk. According to
Huber (a) the catwalk seems to work best if it is four to four and one-half
feet above the ground, it is also helpful if a top railing is placed about
waist height above the catwalk to rest tne spray equipment upon and keep it
away from the csttle. A pen about eight fe.-t wide and 20 to 30 feet long
makes an excellent spray pen. The placement of a gate across the center of
the pen will speed operations as it permits assembling one group while
spraying another. One other requirement of a spray pen is it must have a
floor covering material that wili not &et muddy with continued use. A good
fill of eight to ten inches of course gravel, or roo£ makes a satisfactory
floor. Another satisfactory floor would be a four-inch concrete floor over
a sand or graral bed. If concrete is used the surface should be left rough.
scales. Although scales are not ss conuuon as the other parts mentioned
previously tney should be e part of the beef producers rorking equipment.
They provide a means of measurement for the program. There ere tv.o types of
scales in common use on farms today; the regular platform scales designed to
vei^t; ^roups or individual animals and the small scales designed to weigh
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individual animals. The second type is a new aevelo_/nent in this area used
by some producers of calves to determine inaividuiJ. .eights at weaning time.
When this is the type of scale to be used the preper location is at the end
of the working chute just as the squeeze, in fact many of these scales ace
portable and are designed to take the place of a portable s.^ue-.-se in the lay-
out. The location of the regular platform scale is not this simple in most
cases. The proper location for a scales is some where near the loading chute
with a means of direct access to the chute and the cror ...Lng pens. It should,
however, be placed so it can be bypassed whenever desired during working or
loading. In many c ses the operator wishes to weigh feeds and trucks on the
scales as well es livestock which requires a location with access to the
road system. If the operator plaaf to weigh trucks the problem of scale fenc-
ing and its removal is simplifies if the platform is mac e nine feet wide
instead of eight. This extra foot will permit weighing of the truck without
emoval of the scale pen. Most operators prefer to locate the beam house
outside the corral :roper. Some find a small building over the bean
cesirable because it protects the beam and eliminates some of the wind problem
encountered with the open type beam cover, and it also provides an excellent
place to keep records. The fencing for scales must be located on the edge
of the platform. This is necessary to prevent inaccuracies in weight due
to the animal being partly off the scale. The pens must be rigid end duralie
but in most cases removable with a minimum of work. When scales are pr-operly
located in a working corral system weighing is a very simple method of keeping
tab on the livestock operation.
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The gate is that part of the working corral upon which the
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success of the system is hinged. Gates po6e many problems in working corraJ-3.
Their construction and location ,e essentia to efficient control. The ideal
gate would h*Y« the following characteristics: it would be strong and durable,
U t and easy to manage, .\ulck opening, and secure at the hinges and letches.
Although many materials and designs are available for gate construction there
is apparently plenty of room for future improvement in this part of the
sy&tera. The wooden gate is b.ost satisfactory for crowding areas it is strong
and will withstand a lot of abuse. The -eight of the gat* is its biggest
disadvantage. Adequate bracing must be used to keep this gate from sagging.
I awal gates are illustrated in Plates XT, XVI, XVII and XVIII. Hi
prefabricated gataa are light, easy to har.g, easy to open, tnd they do not
sag but they are subject to carnage v-hen rammed by livestock. They are there-
fore be^t suited for areas such ftJ the holding pen where tne crowding is
held to a minimum. One additional problem encountered with metal gates
which have a raw edge on the metal staves, braces, and fencing strips is the
.•dency for these semi-sher, edges to cut or scratc the cattle contacting
them. The homemade metal pipe or welded rod gate is improved for use in
crowding areas by adding two or three planks to make it easier to see. There
are numerous rievices used to ninge and latch the gates. Simple strong fool-
proof e4uipment is best and most economical. Plat** XIX, XX, XXZ end XXIX
illustrate a number of the more common hinges end latches. The neec s for
the individual gate will often dictate which type oi hardware is best.
Wezking Corral Layout
Working corral layout is the final stage in design, it involves a
combining of the parts previously discussed into a working unit. The procedure
MPLAMTIGN OF PLATE XV
Fig 1. Typical entrance gate for working corral system. Note the
spring latch and top brace to prevent post tilting.
Fig 2. Typical crowding gate la crowding pen. Utilizes slice catch,
collar hinges and adjustable brace rod to prevent sag.
PLATE XV
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVI
Isometric of typical cutting gates in working chute. Designed to
operate from over head.
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PLATE XVI
EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVII
Isometric view of telescoping gate suited to use on some loading
chutes or where an adjustable gate length is needec.
PLATE XVII
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIX
J?'i,j 1. Typical strap iron and bolt type hinge for gates.
Fig 2. Typical I-bolt, pipe end strap iron gate }dn,,e.
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EXPL i OF PLATE XX
A collar type strap iron gate hinge for crowding gates. A
good hinge where a large ewin Uj ie is neeriea.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 1U.
Fig 1. Sliding plank ^ate latch Tdth hand lever at top.
Fig 2. Heavy nook ana eye gate latch with ioaiing clock.
PLATE XXI
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXII
Isoaetrie oi simple spring activated self locking aetai gate latch.
PLATE XXII
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NOTS : *- *'A x Z SUA? { ROH
to folio?; la this phase i- start with t Bentials *.. .. spatial
features as needed. The actual Ettching of a plan ta fit t t
site is probably the best method to use as it allows study and rovides a
record and guide to follow in construction. A 6ocd scale to use than prepar-
ing the sketch is to let vne inch represent 20 feet on the ground. ThS use
of cross section paper will aid la the preparation of the »Ketcii. Plates
VI, VII and VIII illustrate a number of Staple layout sketches showing all
Darts assembled into a unit.
.-< .av.ry
. The folltwinf scuatsry of Itasie - inelples and raqairaatatt
till aid in prapariag tat actaal layout* Csnvasisnoaj safety, simplicity,
end flexibility art the keys to a successful eesign. Before starting
construction one should analyze the needs or refflireatats of the system.
Select a well drained site easily reachfcd ana convenxent to the livestock.
The basic ^arts of a working corral are: holoing pens, erotdlag ptBg working
chttttf loading chute, and sqattlt chute or head gate, secondary featutes
often needed include: spraying area, scales, cutting gates, aat1 croatiaf
gates. The br.sic requirements of the iiiajor parts tit:
Holdin.-, ?en. Provide two lots as a minluum, allow Iron. 90 to 7o equate
fttt per head, locate titb direct access to crowding .ens, tockiag; cnutes
and an area from which cattle are assembled,
. t owning ?en« Select a location witn direct access to holoing pens
and leading 01 vo thing chute, allow a minimum of 4.00 square feet of area.
Working ohute. Select a working chute location vLtfa oirect access from
crowding pen leading into a holding pen; make chute from 25 to 30 feet long;
keep width within limits for animals to be handled 30 inches top maximum for
1U
mature animals.
Loading Chute , Select a loading c .ute location with direct access to
the crowding pen or miking chute and tne road system for the eite, provide
an inside clearance of from 30 to 36 inches. Twelve to 16 feet of lengtii is
desirable.
Squeeze Cnute or Head Gate . Place the squeeze at thft end of the wording
chute with the outlet into a holding pen,
Scales . Select a scale location with direct access to crowding pen and
loading chute but arrange so a by-pass of scales ic ,os. iuxe if desired.
LIVESTOCK FEEDING LOTS A Oil
This ^ortion of the study considers the automaton of cattle feeding.
Included in this section is information on the design, layout, anu con-
struction of feeding lots, feeding bunks, self-feeders, end methods of
distributing feed. The need for this equipment is universal to the live-
stock business. Every producer large or small must provide some means for
feeding and needs to develop a method of doing the job. There is no phase
of livestock management that offers more o,. . ortunity for increasing production
labor efficiency at less cost. A few of the ways feedint equipment can aid
the livestocks,, n &re:
1. Reduce the labor requirement for feeding the livestocK.
2. heauce the loss of feed due to wastage from poor or inadequate
equipment.
3. Reduce the investment cost per year by providing more durable and
useful feeders.
U. Promote higher production efficiencies through more satisfactory and
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sanitary conditions for the livestock.
A realization of these savings is possible Then sufficient thought and
planning is ione by too producer. The information to follow is pxepared
to serve as a guide in this planning. It represents an attempt to consolidate
the basic data needed to establish an effective efficient feeding system.
Feeding Lots
The feeding lot maybe defined as the corral or corrals in which the
feeding is to be done. The normal location for feeding corrals is neir
the farm headquarters adjacent to available livestock shelters, ouch a
location is generally considered easiest to manage or supervise and most
convenient. If however there is no suitable site at the farmstead very good
feeding lots can be developed elsewhere. The basic requirements of a fc.ood
feeding corral site -.re; good drainage, not subject to flooding, te
protection, access to a road system, ^ood water supply, an convenient tc
the feed and livestock. Additional factors to consider when locating the lots
are: prevailing winds, the direction of drainage, and the availability of
electrical energy. Ono should try to locate corrals so oraine^e is away from
the farm yard or home. A Sxope of two to four percent is ;~ae..1uate fox most
soils. Select a location where the objectional ocors end dust from the lot
will be blown away from the home by prevailing winds. I site with a southeast
slope is preferred r s it will cry quicker and be warmer during the winter.
Good protection for corrals can be obtained from windbreaks, bluffs, ana build-
ings to the north and west of the site. A minimum uistance of 150 to 200
feet is recommended between the house and the corral.
The fence used for feeding corrals must be strong and dureble. Any of
the illustrated holding pen fences in Plates I, II, and III are considered
suitable. When wood products are used for t osts, fencing, or feeding equip-
ment, the use of pressure treated wood is reconutended. The size of corral
needed is determined by such factors as drainage, the type of soil, lot sur-
facing, and the livestock program. The general space recommendation varies
from 75 to 500 square feet per head. More specific recommendations for dif-
ferent age groups normally handled are as follows;
1. Mature animals, wintering program, 500 square feet per head.
2. Yearling steers or heifers, wintering program, 300 to 500 square
feet per head,
3. Calves, wintering program, 100 to 300 square feet per head.
A* Steers or heifers, full feeding lot, unsurfaced except around feeders,
150 to 200 square fset per head.
5. Full feeding lot, surfaced, 75 square feet per head.
These figures assume average drainage and normal soil conditions. On poorly
drained sites or areas with soggy soils it is suggested that the s t.ace recom-
mendations be increased 50 percent except when surfaced. In extreme cases
surfacing may be the only satisfactory solution.
The number of lots or pens to provide will be determined by the normal
divisions needed for the management program. The minimum number recommended
is two pens. Even in cases where all animals are handled in one group at
least two pens are desirable. Providing more than one pen adds flexibility
and convenience to the system. The shape of feeding corrals is adjusted to
fit the site and the feeding system. For economy of fencing the square pen
is best but it may not satisfactorily fit the local conditions. For example
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if fence line feeding is planned a rectangular arrangement cay be necessary
when only one side of the lot is suitable or available for feeders. Under
these conditions a depth of 100 feet will provide all the corral needed for
the feeder spr.c? available. Since the llvMtotk of •m directly from
these corrals to market, or need to be worked while in the corral, it is de-
sirable to provide working corrals centrally located to the feeding lets.
TO*.en this is done the corrals can serve as the holding pens. Several feeding
corral layouts are illustrated in Plates XHII, HIV, and XXV along with labor
saving ai-rnagements of feeding equipment.
Feeding Bunks
Feeding bunks are one type of structure into which feeds are placed for
the cattle. to eat. The purpose of these structures is to provide a means
of holding the feed vMle being eaten which will prevent unnecessary waste
or loss of feed. Three types of feeding structures are classified as bunks
in this study, they are: box feeders, racks, and fence line feeders. Self-
feeders and feed distributing methods will be discussed separately. The
type of feeder to select should be determined by the feed, the method of
handling the feed, and the livestock o;x>gras!. All of these feeders can be
made either portable or permanent structures.
The 3ox Feeder
. This type of feeder is the best selection for feeding
grain or silage in a corral. It consists of a round, square, or rectangular
box like container supported on a foundation or legs. The aet'iod used for
filling determines rhich shape rill be most efficient. flhen the feed is
dumped into the feeder with equipment such as a front-cnd-loader on a tractor
a circular or square feeder is easier to use as it can be filled with less
EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXIII
Typical corral layout for permanent feeding arrangement from
upright silo into lots with hay storage and shelter.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XHV
Typical two pen feeding corral with fence line feeder, and working
corral layout. Hay fed directly from storage.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXV
Typical feeding corral layout for coar.ercial or lar^e feeding
operations. Includes: fence line feeder, feeding alley, and working
corrals with scales*
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loss due to spilling. When the feeder is filled by hand or with a power
unloading wagon the rectangular shape is preferred. For these bunks to be
effective the cattle must be able to eat the feed from them without & need
for labor other than filling. This requirement has resulted in the develop-
ment of specific recommendations regarding the size of this equipment. The
more important size recommendations for box feeders are as follows*
1. Width of feeder, feeding from both sides, 42 to 48 inches. If e
wider space is used a center cone or inverted "V* slide should be used to
force feed to the edge within reach of the cattle. Thirty inches is the
maximum effective reach for cattle.
2. Throat height of the feeder rcay vary from 20 to 30 inches. The lower
heights of 20 to 2Z. inches are best except in full feeding lots where hogs
are running with the cattle in this case height is needed to keer the hogs
out of the grain and feeder. The advantage of the lower height is that it
fits both araall and large animals.
3. The depth of the feed box may vary from a minimum of eight inches to
a maximum of about 20 inches. The shallow box is suited to grain and con-
centrate feeding only. The deeper boxes can also be used for silage and
chopped or baled hay if desired. There will usually be les£ waste from the
deeper boxes. Fourteen to 18 inch depths are excellent ior all purpose
feeders.
4. The length of feeder space per head required ce.encs on the size of
the cattle. It will vary from 18 inches on calves to 30 inches on bulxs.
The most generally accepted design space allocation is two feet of feeding
space per head.
The main construction requirements for theae feeders are they must be
stixsng and durable. Good feeders can be aade fvoa any of tae standard build-
ing materials metal, wooo, or concrete. Typicax construction details tre
illustrated in Plates iiVI and Xiv'il, Su£gesce«- arriiageuients a* feeders for
convenience are illustrated in Pxates XZilL and July.
Feedlng Rae*C6 . Inose structures need lor tne feeding o£ nay are called
racks, kjuipaent of tnis type is of two bs.aic designs tiie ia&tad feeder and
the mange i' type feeder. On the slat wed feeder tne cattle iwaw the hay by
pulling a. Muthfol through a framework of metal or wooden mlrt—« In the
manger t/pe rack the cattle e«t the hay directly from the manger. As a gen-
eral rule lb* slatted feeder is preferred for loose nay and the manger is
preferred for baled or chopped hay, Tue primary advantage of the slat feeder
is its seii-i'eeuing characteristic, ruien. filled, mil tat bay placed in the
ieeaer can be fed without aoaitionai work. It is telWW somewhat difficult
to fill with baled or chopped hay. There is axso evidence to indicate the
waste with this feeder is a little higher than the other types studied.
This is very true if the feeder is not provided with a tray or box to catch
the dro-ped leaves. The explanation offered fot kail axfcm *urU If tne
cattle secure a mouthful of hay and bacx away - ru^ „. t _ earns fc&M dropping
tne excess under their feet. Cartiui paoiafl 9t fea* alatt t c-.c-r.t lataww
ing too much extra nay at one tiae will aid in eonUoiiinb the amount lost.
See Plates 2X11X1 and XilX for specifications, in addition to tne advantages
already mentioned for the manger f—tot it is wall adapted lo ratlano4 hay
feeding an<_ quite often tne leeder can also be *aa4 foi si^.a6v and grain.
The small hay Wfrtffttqj of this feeder &^~ boa aaad f< I tional hand feeding
in the rack are the leading disadvantages -or this ieeoer, Stuod.ee conducted
on this type feeder by Brennen(i-) indicated xhe waste or loss of nay form
IEXPLANATION OF PLATE XXVI
.Pig. 1. End cross section view of a "V" bottom portable wooc
feed bunk.
Fig. 2, Fnd cross section of a permanent c?st in plsce concrete
feeding Hink,
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this feeder is reduced if the manger is divided into stall B nitn eleven inch
gaps and the feeder not over filled. Maximum recommenced filling height w&s
six inches above throat height. For additional information on the construc-
tion of this type hay feeder consult Plates XXX and XXXI.
Fence Line Feeders, building the feeding equipment into the fence is the
newest addition to the general fielc of feeding bunks. These feeders are of
both the box and manger type construction. They are being used for feeding all
livestock feeds hay, silage, and train. The fence line type of feeder is very
well adapted to use where the feeds must be hauled for feeding. The manger
type fence feeders are well adapted to use for feeding hay which is stored
adjacent to the lot fence or around an inclosed hay storage area in the corral.
The fact that fence line feeding can be done from outside the corral makes
this a very good feeder for modern equipment. It eliminates the need for open-
ing and closing gates to feed and keeps the feeding equipment cut of the corral
. The disadvantages of this system are: it takes twice as many feet of
feeder length since feeding is from one side oruy, and the feeders are genei-
fllly permanently located which reduces their flexibility. One problem common
to all permanent feeding arrangements is continual feeding in one area makes
it necessary to install a feeding floor to keep the cattle out of the mud sad
keep the soil from blowing or washing away from the feeders. The most satis-
factory feeding floor is a concrete slab. Minimum specifications for a
concrete feeding floor are: depth four inches over a four to six inch gravel
or crushed rock fill, and width eight feet. The floor shoulc slope sway from
the feeder at least one-fourth inch per foot and have a rough top surface.
The outer ea,;e of the floor should have a lip or foundation which extends
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into the ground at least 15 inches to strengthen tnis section and prevent
underlining by rats. A wire mesh reinforcing will add stability to the
floor and aid in preventing irregular settlement if ti.e floor should crack.
Quality concrete should be used and recommended placing and curing practices
followed.
Fence line feeders may be of either wood or concrete construction.
The basic size recommendations for these feeders arei
1. Width of feeder at bottom, 30 inches maximum, 18 to 24 inches being
preferred. TSidth at the top of the feeder approximately 30 inches. A fxat
bottom bunk is preferred as it is easier to clean.
2. Throat height, may vary from 18 to 26 inches. Heights of 20 to 24
inches are preferred.
3. The height of the back retaining wall of the bunk should be approxi-
mately 30 inches. This aids in keeping waste to a minimum.
4. The feed box deoth should be from 12 to 18 inches. This places the
feeder bottom from six to ten inches above the ground level,
5. The opening between the feeder throat and the fence rail above the
feeder will vary from 18 to 24 inches. The opening is made adjustable in most
cases. Placing this rail on the outside of the fence reduces some pushing on
the fence and aidB to keep cattle from wearing a "bald-s^ot" on the top of
their neck. For additional construction and design data on fence line feeders
see Plates XXXII and XXXIII. /£ " M,^S
Self-Feeders
Self-feeders can and are being used by cattlemen to feed all^ajor feeds
such as grain, hay, and silage. The use of this equipment may require a few
EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXII
Fig. 1. Tjpical ctosb section of concrete cast in place
fence line feeder including feeding floor.
Fig, 2, Crose section view of wood fence line feeding
manger.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXHII
Fig. 1. Typical combination wood and concrete fence line
feeders with feeding alley or roadway.
Fig. 2. Isometric of box type fence line feeder for power-
scoop feeding. Includes a cone to distribute feed
to edges.
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managerial changes to be successful. These feeders offer opportunities for
great savings in labor combined with good feed utilization. Labor savings
of up to 80 percent over conventional hand feeding is possible with self-
feeding.
Self-feeders for Grain * A grain felf-feeder is essentially a hopper
bottom bin with a built-in feed bunk below. The size of feeder is adjusted
to the number of animals to be fed and the amount of feed processed at one
time. The recommended amount of feeder space per head is from six to nine
inches. One of the greatest uses for a self-feeder in beef production is
with the creep feeding program. These calves can use the feeder almost from
birth to market. Plates XXHV and XXXV illustrate very good feeders for this
production program. The basic requirements for grain self-feeders are the
same as that of the creep feeoer except the si2e may be adjusted to fit the
cattle. It is desirable to have enough roof overhang to protect the grain
from getting wet. Placing the feeder at right angles to the prevailing wind
is recommended.
Self-feeders for Hav_. The use of hay self-feeders has been limited to
chopped or ground hay. The more practical structures in use serve a combined
purpose as hay storage and self-feeder. In audition the facilities for dry-
ing hay are also included in many cases. The use of this equipment permits
curing a higher quality hay. Feeding directly from storage eliminates most
of the hay feeding labor. Self-feeding hay structures are of two basic
types. One type utilizes hori;w>nta± storage and the other vertical storage.
The horizontal feeder is similar to a grain self-feeder except it is much
larger. The vertical storage structures may be farm built or purchased as a
prefabricated building. Plates XXXVI and XXXVII illustrate the construction

10
EXPLANATION OF PLAIE XXXV
Cross-section of typical grain self-feeder cross section.
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PLATE XXXV
[\tX* ? -y
EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXVI
Cross-section of a typical horisontax chopped hay self
feeder.

HPUUilllOK OF PLATE XXXVII
An isometric ri«a of p*X« type chopped hay etorabe,
crying, and self-feeding structure.
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and design of farm built feecers. The designers of tne structure AMI in
Plate ZZXIXX Shove et al., (15) list the following as essential construction
requirements.
1. Taper the sides of the structure so the top diameter is smaller than
the bottom aiameter.
2. Install a cone in the center of the bottom to force the hay out to
the feeder manger.
3. Use a swinging guard for the manger which will permit the cettle to
reach well into the structure.
4. Form an unlined duct or core in the center of the structure.
5. Provide divider strips for the hay when filling so cleavage planes
will be formed which will aLi.ow the hay to spread over the cone.
Self-feeders ..or SilaP.et. Silage self-feeders discussed at this time in-
clude only those systems ?;here the cattle eat the silage directly from the
silp. At present most of these feeders are used in trench or bunker type siios.
Non-mechanical unloaders in use on upright silos are not corason at tie present
tia«* The users of silage self-feeding- are finding this to be a very satis-
factory system. Various reports indicate a labor saving of 80 to 90 percent
over conventional hana feeding methods. The general opinion among livestock-
mevi is self-feeding will work best for the small to medium sized operator
handling beef calves, yearlings, or dairy cows. The beef cow may eat too
much silage with self-feeding to be economical and the lar t,e operator may fine
it difficult to provide adequate feeder space.
The requirements of a trench or bunker silo used for self-feeding are:
stabilized wall, a weather proof floor, adequate drainage, sufficient wict
for feeder space, and a suitable feeding panel. Plates XXXVIII, XJJIX and XL
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illustrate several variations in the self-feeding gates. Generally recom-
mended features of the gate are: use vertical dividers for stalls, use
solid fencing on the bottom 14 to 18 inches to prevent waste, and provide
stops which will keep the panel at least 12 inches from the silage face at
the bottom. The panel may be either skid mounted or supported from a beam
across the top of the silo. The recommended feeder space requirement varies
from three to six inches per head, three to four inches being adequate for
calves and yearlings and six inches for mature cows. A floor slope of two
feet per 100 feet of length is recommended. This provides good drainage and
keeps water from flowing back under the silage. Tne periodical removal of
manure from the silo is needed to insure good drainage. Storage over approx-
imately seven feet in height will have to be hand fed as the cattle can not
reach the higher feed.
Methods of Distributing Feed
The methods of distributing feed is discussed at this point as the fourth
item of consideration in the automaton of a feeding system. The material to
be covered concerns the application of various mechanisms to the job of get-
ting feed placed in the feeders. A study of the mechanics of feed handling
will be discussed in a later section. The development of new machines in
recent years and the availability of high-line electrical power on the farm
has revolutionized the opportunities in this field. The selection of a feed
distributing system on any farm involves a wide range of choices. These
choices require careful consideration of such factors as available equipment,
feed storage method, location of feed, labor supply, the number of animals
to be fed, and the productive use of saved labor. The following are general
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recommendations regarding the use of common distributing equipment as
determined by VanArsdall and Cleaver (18).
Wheeled Cart and Track Carriers
. Wheeled carts or track carriers can
provide effective and inexpensive methods of moving grain or silage from
storage to feeder when the feeding area is adjacent to the storage. The
system is most efficient when one load is adequate for one feedings. This
method is best adapted to small and medium sizea units or herds of from 20
to 100 head. They can, however, be used for larger units if power is employ-
ed to move the carriers. These feeders operate best when bunks are placed
in straight continuous rows. Arrange the system so the feeding can be done
by walking in the feed bunk. The installation of a self-dumping hopper bot-
tom in the carrier will eliminate the need for scooping to unload the car-
rier. A study on six farms using this method of distribution silage indicated
that the average cost of equipment for handling feed by this method was approx-
imately fifteen cents per ton.
Wagon
. The tractor drawn wagon provides an economical feed distributing
system adapted to use wnere the feed must be hauled from tne storage point
to the feeders. The system requires very iitto-e special equipment but the
physical labor of unloading is not eliminated. The wagon system can be used
on most any size operation. The best bunk arrangement for this method of
feeding is the fence line feeder illustrated in Plate XXV. when in tne cor-
ral, arranging the feeders in rows eliminates the need for making sharp turns
and if easy to operate gates are provided the feeding operation will be more
efficient. Under ideal conditions it is possible to feed about twice as much
feed with a wagon in a given time as with a carrier. The study cited (18)
found the power and equipment costs by this method averaged thirty-two cents
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per ton of feed handled. The average rate of feeding by wagon on 16 farms
was 30 minutes per ton of feed,
Self-unlpadinR Wagon , These wagon6 may be either trick or tractor
powered. They are definite time and labor savers. No physical labor i*
needed to unload the wagon and the time required for feeding by this method
is about half that of a wagon system. The high investment in the wagon re— /
quires a medium to large operation to justify the cost. This method is beet
suited to operations where the feed is stored out of the lots and feeding is
along a feeding fence and road. For operations of approximately 200 head the
cost of machinery and power averaged 41 cents per ton in four cases studied
(13). Such a cost can , however, be justified on the labor saved and the hard
work eliminated. A few features generally desired on feeding wagone includej
ability to handle both grain and silage or a mixture of these feeds, cross-
conveyor to bunks located at front of the bed for easier control, simple
efficient power mechanism. Plates XLI and XL1I are photographs which illus-
trate the use of these features on a farm built feeding wagon constructed by
Mr. Gene Lorson of Abilene, Kansas, Numerous livestockmen are building such
self-unloading wagons as a means of providing the equipment at a lower cost.
If properly designed and built they are very satisfactory.
Power Scoop Feeding , The power scoop or front end loader provides an
effective tool for feeding silage from a horizontal, trench, or bunker silo
when the silo is loceted near the feeding area. The use of this method is
most efficient when the feeders are within 60 feet of the silo. Placing a
series of box type feeders along a fence as illustrated in Fig. 2, Plate
XXXIII is recommended for this system. Each of these feeders will accomodate
from 10 to 15 head of cattle. This type of feeder is easier to fill with a
QPLAIAHOH OJ ?LATI. XLI
Fig. 1. Ho^ie-made self-unloading wagon on two wheel trailer
vdth power take-off drive ana auger cross conveyor.
Built by Mr. Gene Lorson Abilene, Ksnsas.
Close-up of drive mech.an-i.sm for self-unloading
wagon.
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plat:: xli
Fiji, 1
ZXPLANAH05 OF PLATE XLII
Fig« 1. iiome-mude self-unloading wagoa with chain conveyor
for cross drive elevating.
Fig. 2. Close-up of drive mechanism for self-unloading wagon.
l*b
PLATE XLII
Fig. 1
Fig. 2
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scoop without spilling feed. The estimated power and equipment cost for
feeding by this method ranges from 15 to 20 cents per ton of silage handled.
The power scoop method of feeding can be used on units of all sizes with
little change in efficiency since the equipment is used for other jobs on
the farm.
Bunk Line Conveyors . The installation of powered conveyors of various
types in the feeding bunk proper provides an additional method of distributing
feed. Conveying equipment in use for the method include drag conveyors, auger
conveyors, and shuttle-stroke conveyors. The use of this equipment is limited
to permanently arranged feeding bunks placed in a line and located adjacent
to the feed storage. These conveyors eliminate nearly all of the hand labor
required for placing feed in the bunks. The power required to operate these
systems varies with the type used and the length of the conveyor. The range
being from three-fourths to three horse-power. Plates XLIII, XLiV, XLV, and
JLVI illustrate the different conveying systems.
FEED USEUM
The last section on feed handling considers the problem of automaton in
feed movement. The characteristics of the various conveying methods are
presented and their application to livestock feeding is discussed. The relat-
ed subjects of feed storage and processing are omitted as a just treatment of
these subjects fettld require separate complete studies. Some of the infor-
mation presented can, however, be applied to problems of feed processing and
grain storage. The use of adapted feed conveying methods will reduce the
time required for feed handling, decrease the back breaking work in livestock
production, and encourage better feeding practices. These efficiencies can
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLVI
Tig. I. Gross-section of bunk ldth Jaiteeway ahattle stroke
conveyor above the bunk.
Fig. 2. Cross-section of Jamesvay shuttle stroke conveyor
in feed bunk.
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be accomplished by installing con?qplB( e. . it to load, unload, transport,
distribute the various livestock feeds. The major types of conveying
equipment suit-able for livestock feed movement are:
1. Hopper bottom bins.
2. Belt conveyors.
3. Chain conveyors.
/., Strew conveyors.
5. Bucket elevators.
6. Pneumatic conveyors.
Each of these conveying, methods hot distinct advantages, disadvantages, and
limitations which should govern the selection, construction, ai;d use of the
equipment for a feed handling systea.
Hopper-bottom Bins
The hopper—bottom bin represents a non-mechanical method of conveying
feeds, This method of moving, feeds requires no edditional power. It is
Ample to operate and has a wide flow range rith eesy control. The structure
provides an efficient method of loading wagons, trucks, or carts sad can be
used m a continuem flow self-feec. vice for processing equipment such
as ri itiers. These bins also have many other self-feeding ap plications.
er-bottoE bins can be used for six livestock feeds but are best suited
to grain** I roaghafea present a more difficult flow ; roblem than
ins since they tend to bridge or cling together. The limited distance of
horizontal Mitwut possible by this method prevents a more general use
of this conveyor.
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The minimum recommended floor slopes are 45 degrees from horizontal for
whole grains tad 60 degiees for ground feeds. These sio.es are sufficient
for self-cleaning on most feeds provided the floor surface is smooth. In
extreme cases it may be necessary to install an agitator or vibrator to
insure free flow.
Tj;e disadvantages most comssoniy listed for this conveying method
are: the loss of storage space du. to the hopper-bottom, the height of
storage required to permit gravity flow, and the aaditional construction
work re>iuired to erect the bin.
The metal ;,rain bins from some old discarded pull-type combines are being
used for the hop: er-bottom section of bins in some cases. Their ust sic iifie«
construction and reduces tfee r.ort in most tiiifc Such bins can be places over
driveways and in hay ilows ^uite ea.sily. Their capacity is often increased
by adding to the bin side height. The capacity of a grain bin in bushels can
be determined by multiplying the VolttM :n cubic feet by eight-tenths. The
volume of a rectangular' bin in cubic fe t can be calculated by multiplying
the length times the width times the height. A convenient minimum siz.e for
these bins is sufficient capacity for one load or batch ls required in the
program.
it Convenors
The belt conveyor is essentially an endless belt operating between
two or more pulleys. This typ# of conveyor can be used in livestock feed
handling to mov . feeds horizontally from storage to processing and from.
-ceasing to feeder. This conveyor is also used in some self-unloscing and
loading equipment. Belt conveyors have high mechanical efficiencies. They
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inflict a minimum of dsm&ge to the feeds being aov«d« They have iel=tiveiy
high capacities, and hen properly < id and maintained t. ey give sany
years of service. Belt conveyors arc excellent for movit.g feeds long distances
in on9 direction horizontally, fine free fio*dnb granular matt. t iris tend to
bio* or shake off hi : t ,. ued flat Belt conveyors. The ftM of trough-shaped
belt ur providing a box frame for the belt to travel in rill reduce this
problem.
Ihe lectors governing th« use of belt conveyors are the blgfe initial cr t
ant the limited amount of elevation possible. The MOdaui r ded incline
for conveying grain bji belt is 20 degree**
The parts of a belt _onveyiu& qratei consist of belt, drive, tension or
. -e-up, iclcre, lei U mil ' • Belting material? ccraaoruy
. indues: Itltohat cans*.s, solid "raven b&lata, and rubber. Ihe canvas and
v-oven belts are normally Si l -ted with a eater proofin: iai. Ihe
balata belts art similar to rabber belts in weaix ; uaiities for livestock
feed handling purposes. T. ...• and type of baiting to select is determined
by the materials to be handled end the rate of flow desired.
The drive should be at tne discharge a the belt. It can be any
conventional belt drive. The pulley .aust be large enough to insure positive
belt movement and prevent over flexing the belt. If adc d. driving
pulley surface contact is required an idler pulley can be used to provide a
greater arc of contact. The ta&e-up feature is necessary in order to taxe
« of telt 3tretc... or contraction and expansion due to changes in moisture
and temperature, Tnis t&ite-up can be adjusted manually by means of adjust..
screv.5 on the end pulley ^r operatic automatical-y by me^ns of t weigtted
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idler pulley. To prevent excessive drag and wea; on long belts load-carrying
idlers are installed periodically along the conveyors length. These may be
.er flat Single or multiple puiieys. The multiple pulley perait3 a
trough-shaped belt which has a larger tarrying capacity.
The loading of a belt conveyor should oe by constant continuous flow.
The hopper-bottom bin or some other conveyor are excelled although hi,
feeding can be used. The unloading will normally oe over the end ji the
fcelt. it can, however, ta>:e place anyftnere along the line; .'iet^ods lor
discharging along trie line includes using a diagonal scraper, a trip, er, or
by tilting the belt with idlers.
The recommenced belt speed hiii vmrj vit.'. ft&t material handlea I
width of the conveyor belt, The following are maximum recomraendeu ^elt speeds
in feet per minute for handling livestock feeds as reported by Knight and
Dixon, {10),
1. Grain 400 to 300 feet per minute.
2. Chopped hay 220 to 250 feet per minute.
3. tacked uateriala 120 to 300 feet per minute.
4. Dry sawdust 400 to 800 feet r er minute.
i>. Silage 4OO to 30u feet per minute.
blower speeds may be used if c.e;.irea. There is no recoii-mended mir.umuii.
The -.ower requirements for belt eonvsyor operation can be calculate
reasonably close from the following empirical date a from the Link-Beit
Company by Henderson and Perry, (7).
1. Horsepower to crive empty conveyor
- Belt speed, feet er ; mute (A + BL) /100
L - conveyor length in feet.
A - constant, see table 1.
B - constant, see table 1.
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Table 1. Conveyor belt constants.
lelt
V-idth. in. A
Constant
B
14
16
18
20
24
30
3-
42
48
54
',0
. )
0.25
0.30
0.30
0.36
0.48
.
0.72
0.88
-0>
0.00140
0.00140
. 0162
0.00137
0.00298
0.00396
0.00458
J 538
J 620
J.00765
1 el
• Tons material p*r hour, (0.48 + 0.00302L) /"
3. Horsepower to lift material
- Lift li I :o of a:-tsrial pc^r houv
The total power t a is the sum of the power requirements
calculated from equations. 1,2, and 3.
Belt conveyors require careful engineering in \esign and construction to
function properly. It is therefore advisanie to secure the services of a
engineer when installing this type of convenor ii a sizable unit is neeaed.
i
- ors
Chain conveyors provide one of the most versatile methods of moving
livestock feeds. The system consists of one or two chains with flights
operating in a wooden or steel trough. The chain conveyer is si . It to desi : n,
easy to build, economical to construct, an. is adapted to moving all livestock
feeds. They are not as mechanically efficient, fast, or 4uiet as the belt
conveyor. Two types of chain conveyors are commonly used to handle feeds.
They are scraper conveyors an apron conveyors. The scraper bein,_, aoapted to
ia
use for grains, using flights and the cpron bein^ adapted to the movement of
roughages such as silage, hay, • ited m&isriala. ! ron conveyor
.. i-lizes flat slats as a eottveyili -Ci.
The construction and icsign of bath the scraper and apron Ci:.veyor_ are
M sisilar only the acraper conveyor wiix be discuss >_. in detail « The chain
isel can be aajf one of several types an Ilee depends on the service
required. The oalloohla detachable chain if Boot Boaaon and economical. This
Chad I J provide oatellOBt service for light loads and /here oa_3 intenaittant
service is required. I chain •itfc approxiaately the same strength but with
better wearing jttalitiei is the pintle ;nai_.eaLle. This chair; is coa.sor.~y used
inside elevators and ether Biallar plac-.s. Mere bet;: high strei. 1 id long
ring qualities are needed (.he steel tod toiler chains are rocoaB-ended.
The flight height, length, cad tpaolng depends on the expected duty of
the conveyor. In general flat flights are recon for sacked materials
cr bsleo hay, shallow flights for large siaea materials such as ear corn and
Btanda _. Las or ground foods. The oteadoTc flight height
is sly four-tenths
-he flight length end the spacing is approximately
this flight length. The leagt] OOl be just slightly less than the trough Width.
The nori3.-u e for ehels 7? to 12$ feet
i. inute. The Blower Bpoe s are for largo? aeterlJ 1 " " r speeds are
for mall grains. The speed may pjOWTOa bt .
.
es desired, Foi . iple
aarea ooawejei on Bale - emgOBi will noreally run froas one -if
three feet . dante oad OBBV couweyera s. illustrated in Piatt Ji.iv
operate at speecs of less than five- : yf.e. It is normally better
to increase the capacity o- I . BWegBBJ by increasing tne flight and
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conveyor size rather than the e_ e d« High speeds on t-.is «qu±pa«st causes
excessive wear and may damage the product being conveyed.
The capacity of a scraper conveyor operated on the level c:-n be assumec
to be 115 percent of the rectangular space between flights when designed as
outlined by Henderson and Ptrry, (7). This capacity is reduced when operating
at an incline as indies ted belov.
Table 2. Effect of incline on conveyor capacity.
Incline Degrees ; /rjproximate iielative u.aaty
55 0.77
30 0.55
AS Q»j3
These capacities are based on movement in an upper si<\e open top conveyor.
If materials are in an inclosed lower sice conveyor the incline wilo. not
materially affect the capacity. The inclosed type eonveyoc is normally used
for incline conveying for this reason.
According to Henderson (7) the theoretical power r; t-uir ment for flight
chain conveyora can be determined from the following formula.
I .sepower -
2vMc*'c -f X +H)l,MW1
157000
v • speed of conveyor, ft per min.
Lc • horizontal projected length of conveyor, ft.
Y'c - weight of flights and chain, lb ^er ft.
N T coefficient of friction for chai -. :li t;»ts.
Q - lb material to be handled per min.
L - Horizontal projected length of loaded conveyor, ft.
Fm - coefficiexit of friction for material.
H r height of lift, ft.
Table 3. Friction Coefficients (Sliding).
Aateria-L
:
Ooeffi cie.it i ^ouvce
Metal on c G.i.Q-0.60
Oak on oak, parallel fibers 0.48
U3
Table 3 (cont.)
Material Coefficients Source
Oak on Ocs, cross fibers 0.32 M rks
Cast iron on mild steel 0.23 Marks
^d titeex en mild 3X,sei 0.57 ncs
Grain on rou,,h board 0.30-0.45 Ketchum
Grain on smooth board G.j'J-0.35 Ketehni
Grain on iron 0,35-0.40 Ketchua
Coax on Metal U.oO Llnk-Balt
i/ry Mad on metal 0.60 Liru'-beit
Malleable roller chain on bteex G.3P - IftCabe
holler-bushed chains on steel 0.20 Badger and racCabe
!
Ihe theoretics! horsepower as calcul&ted from the above formula should
be increased fron. 70 to 100 percent in practice to provide a suitable safety
factor for inefficient as. (Table 6 appendix) gives the size of electrical
motor required to operate flight type chain conveyors of different lengths
at a constant conveying rate and incline.
ew Conveyors
The auger or sere* conveyors are well suited to many livestock feed
handling, operations. They are used to handle small grains, ground feeds,
sticky feeds such as molasses, and roughages such as chopped or ground hay
and silage. This type of conveyor can be used to convey, mix, and meter ftetUu
The units may be used to move feeds horizontally at an incline or vertically.
The auger 0*0 be either portable or peminently located. They may operate
independently or as a part of a machine such as a self-unloacanc; wagon. Che
screw conveyors are staple relatively inexpensive machines.
The disadvantages of this conveyor are: a high power requirement, and
limited length of single sections. The auger may damage some small grains
by tracking. Cracking of small grains e«a be reduced by troviaing the proper
clearance between the screw and the case. The clearance should be approximately
1U
two anc one-half times the diameter of the seen Knight and Lixon, (10).
The size and type of screw to select should be determined by the material
to be handled, the desired rate of flow, and th« oe tiree of conveying incline.
The standard pitch screw will normally be used for horizontal and inclines
ttf to 20 degrees. Half standi ;>itch screws are UMd on steeper inclines.
Double and triple-flight, variable-pitch, anc step^ed-diameter screws are
used for moving difficult materials and for controlled feec rate v.ork.
i'.ibbon screws are used for wet or sticky substances and mixing.
A concise accurate formula for determining the capacity of a screw
is not available. The best source of data on the capacity of an auger can
be obtained from the manufacturer, k rough estimate of a screw' s capacity
can be determined by using the following formula Henderson and Perry, (7).
Theoretical capacity, cu ft per hr - (1/ - c'') y p , rpm
I) - screw diameter, in.
d - shaft diameter, in.
? - screw pitch, in. (normally equal to 1) .
j- '-volutions per minute of shaft.
The actual capacity will be from 50 t> 60 percent of the theoretic 1
capacity.
An approximate power requirement for normal horizontal operation of a
m conveyor can be determined from the following equation Henderson and
-ry, (7).
horsepower - CLIP/ 33,000
- conveyor capacity, cu ft per min.
L - conveyor length, ft.
If - bulk material weight, lb per cu ft.
- material factor, (see Table U)
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Table 4. Material classification anc LadiCM for screw conveyors
: Bul "it ; Hon ov.ct Kstsrisl
. -;teriai : - $* ca - t « : . ctor, F
r. ric 3* 0.4
Beans
°
J*U
Beans, castor 36 0.5
Beans, soy 45-50 0.5
Bran l6 0.4
Butter 59 0.4
Corn, shelled 45 0.4
Cornmeal 40 .
cotton seec (dry) 25 0.9
cotton seed hulls 12 0.9
0.6Lime, ground 60
Milk, dried 36 ^.
Oats 26
' 0.4
Peanuts, unsheiieti 15-20 J. 7
tice, UM ^5- ou
44 0.4
oawdust 0.7
Wh*?»t, , ^ 0.4
Tlhen using the above formula to determine horsepower make t e 1 oliowing
adjustments from theoretical
,
Table 5« Screw conveyor horsc ;,over correction factor
•
Calcul.-.tea Horse^over : Factor
less then 1 multiply by 2
1 to 2 multiply by 1.50
2 to 4 multiply by 1.25
4 to 5 multiply by i.i.0
5 <3nci over no correction. — x. £
>T more infemotion on the capacity, tor 1m ior screw conveyors
refer to (Tebles 10, 11, and 12 appendix)
Bucket ilevators
Tne bucket elevators are special &c.a.ptations of either belt or chain
conveyors. In the field of livestock feec movement they are well suitec to
U6
the vertical or near vertical movement of small grains or ground leecs.
Bucket elevators t e yuite efficient and saim ,ore expensive to install
than standard chain conveyors. The hi ; er efficiency ie due to trie tbeence
of friction losses from sliding materials on the housing. These elevators
may be built of the size and capacity needed.
The bucket elevator may be built with both elevating and returning buckets
in a sin ie housing or the two may be in seperate housings forming a two leg
elevator. The return in this case can be some distance from the elevating
leg if aesired. The buckets are normally fastened to the chain or belt at
the back, fen chains are used either a one or two chain system c.-n be install-
ed. The tv,o chain system is normally usee for the larger units. The complete
elevator is made u.; of the follov.in ;
,
parts: the chain of belt, buckets, heed
rive, foot drive, and guides or idlers in an inclosed housing. Guides are
used with the two chain elevator an^ idlers for belt anc one chain units.
The purpose of the guide or idler is to revent whip in the leg.
The ,,oi?.er should be applied at the head pulley and tne take-up for chain-
wear or belt-tension provided by moving the foot pulley. The speed of
operation is very important for satisfactory performance in loading and dis-
charging feed from the buckets. The size of the head wheel till normally
determine the speed. The following equation according to Henderson end Perry,
(7) gives the relationship between the effective hec.c-wheel radius and its
speeo in revolutions per minute for raost satisfactory discnar, . .
N - U.19 (1/fr)
K - revolutions per minutes
r - effective heac-wheel radius.
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The foot v,<eel will normally be scout the same diameter * the head wi.
"hen trds condition exists loading shoula be satisfactory. If a smaller foot
Viheel is useu it may be necessary to reduce the speed to secure sde ,u%te
filling, ffr delivering the fi Lraetly to the elevator buckets at a point
lightly above the foot wheel full loading is obtained anc. overloading the
boot in case of trouble is greatly reduced. The buckets are normally sprced
on the chain or belts froa two to three times the - rejected width apart.
The theoretic?! power required to elevate feed by buocet elevator
Henderson and Perry, (7) car. be cJ-cuictea froa the foliovvm^ e uation.
Horsepower - QIi/33,000
- amount of material handled per ail
- belt speed in feet per minute of buckets per
foot times capacity of buckets in pouncs.
H - lift, ft.
This calculated horsepower should be increased from ten to 15 percent when
when selecting I power unit. Fur more information on power required for
-.cet elevators consult (T«ble 9 appendix).
Pneuaatic Conveyors
The pneumatic conveyor can be usee to convey such livestock feeds as
chopped hay or grains in either a horizontal or vertical direction. The
advantages of the pneurnstic conveyor are: relatively low initial cost,
mechanically simple, assy to cha ge conveying path direction, conveying path
may have branches, will handle a wide variety of feeds, and the system is
self-cleanin;;. The disadvantages to the system are: high power requirements,
oible damage to conveyed materials, and technical engineer- fee should
be sea >r installation.
1JS
The type of pneumatic conveying l ftt to install Should be detextfinee
b the material to be handled. There are three systems of pneumatic conveying
in use for the handlin^. of feeds.
1. Suction systems vbich operate ML** ataotphOTlc ..reisure. Thifc
system is best for unloading KAterialf tt the point of unloading ftay move.
This method is suited to Materials sucii as hay that will not readily pass
through valves, m I , I I 'is.
2. uow-pressure systems which use high velocity low-density air. This
system normally uses a centrifuge! fan tad operates it loi to ^odei-ate yressures.
Systems usin,. prescures not exceeding fourteen inches of water are considerea
low-pressure system.
3. High-Pressure systems using iow-veiocity high-density air. This
system normally uses a positive displacement blower. In genera! the pressure
systems are more efficient th>:n the suction system.
Materials may ttftftx the pneumatic conveying system bf being introduce?
cirectly into the fan, sucked up b a flexible hoce, or metered into the -ovin
air stream by a backet elevator, screw conveyor or column i&urcr.
The generclJ. ;. .....ted material conveying rate is 50 fwt ptt second.
This requires an air velocity sufficient to support the . srticles of material
being conveyed plus 50 feet per second. The air velocities re^uirec to
cccraplish this for the MM eeds are listed by Knight and Dixcn, (10) as
follows:
Greih 4OOO to 9000 feet ;..er minute.
Chopped Eay-6000 to 8000 feet per ninute.
: t ^20C to 7100 far. Up l k per minute depending
on height of elevation.
H9
und-:r low-pressure system operation one pound of aatcriala caa b handled by
each 35 to 50 cubic feet of air. The minimum sir-^rain ratio Cor rain on
a, high pressure system is approximately five cubic feet of air per pound of
grain.
The foliowin,., summary of conclusions regarding the use: oi' -neumatic
conveyors for gTain movement was made by Kleis (?) after conducting e series
of studies on the subject.
1. A conveying sir velocity of 4,000 fee: jte is necessary
and sufiicient for satisfactory and continuous operation.
The optimum pips diameter for an? pxieumatic system is the
smallest allowable for the desired conveying rate. The practical Haiti
of conveying rates for common pipe sizes at a velocity of 4,000 feet er
minute are:
4-incn-pipe: 3,500 pouncs per hour
5-inch-pipe: 4,500 pounds per hour
6-inch-pipe: 6,500 pounds per hour
3. The Optlaea pipe rliameter for a pneumatic conveyor is not
affected by the length of the system.
4. The pov*er required to maintain an air veldt of 4,000 feet
per minute without grain flowing in the system approximates:
1 horsepower for each 100 feet of equiraLeat > of 4-inch pipe.
L horsepower for each 100 feet of equivalent length of 5-inch pipe.
1 'iorbepover for each 100 feet of equivalent length of 6-inch pipe*
• IRaen grain is injected late the system, ver requireaeat is in-
creas d by about one-thin; horsepower for each 1,000 pounds of grain per
hour.
5. Neither previous work nor the results of this stucy indicate
any efficiency advantage to sloping the conveyor pi, | la sat cir :.-ction
or another. To facilitate drainage of moisture, .-.ver, the pi~e should
slope slightly toward the -Jischarge end.
6. The arrangement of the pipe la a conveyov system shoulc be such
that no elbow i& wit i about 20 pipe diameters uf the dust oHector.
7. Heavier grains as well as coarsely grounu ie i aire slightly
more horsepower for a given aoai rate than grains t. e lighter
or finely ground. These differences, nowever, are aegliglbl< so far as
the design of ft pneumatic system is concerned.
&. A considerable amount of reduction in particle siEe occurs when
and fee- is= run through a blower. Thit t well be cor.sic.ered in
termining how line to grind grain.
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9. A considerable amount of separation occurs according to t ,& tide
size at ths discharge point of any type of conveyor. This separation
is slightly greater with a pneumatic-type conveyor tnan with an au6er
or belt-type conveyor, but the difference among them is extremely small
compared with the total separation in axl three types of systems.
10. Pneumatic conveyors are considerably less efficient than mech-
anical conveyors so f power requirement is concerned. In other
respects, however, the ad% s of pneumatic conveyors are such that
they constitute a practical solution, to a 6re. t Barter of conveying
problems.
For more data on power requirements, capacities and operating speeds of .neumatic
conveyors see (Table 6 appendix)
.
The information in this section has clearly indicated conveying equip-
ment can be efficiently and economically usea to move the various livestock
fe8ds. The selection of a system should be based on the individual' s needs.
The major items of consideration when selecting a system incj-uoe: the type
of feed, the amount to be handled, the distance of movement, the oirection of
movement, the rate of movement, and available capital. The information
presented is somewhat general and incomplete, however, additional design
information tea be secured from the manufacturers of the conveying equip-
ment and engineers.
fee llto—lin of livestock handling and feeding can help the cattle
^roaucer in the foilowin., ways:
a. Reduce the labor required for handling ana feeding.
b. Increase production income by promoting better management practices.
c. Increase production efficiency by reducing unnecessary losses such as
wasted feed and injured animals.
2. The major are-ss of consideration in the automaton of a cr-ttle program
are: livestock handling, livestock feeding, and feed hancili .
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3. Successful automaton r<. quires systematic planning.
a. Evaluate present practices and resources.
b. Lcteminfe requirements or nt-eds.
c. Develop plans for a new or improved method,
| tl.e ne* method.
4. Practical automaton demands convenience, safety, simplicity, and
flexibility be the criterion for the design of cattle handling ui feeding
facilities.
5. The miziimum requirements for a working corral design are:
a. Two lidding pens inclosing an area of from 20 to 40 square feet
per head to be handled at one It—
i
b. One crowd a inclosing approximately 400 square feet.
c. One working chute approximately 30 inches wide and 25 to 30 feet
long.
d. A loadin,.; chute and a squeeze chute or head gate.
e. The addition of scales, spray pen, cutting gates, and more pens
will depend on the needs.
6. The automaton of livestock feeding can be accomplished by: mechaniza-
tion, the use of new and better equi^raeat, and a better arrangement of e^uipciint
and facilities.
7. A corral cr feeding yard nil! normally consi£t of at least too pens
*ith an inclosed area of from 150 to 300 a<jttare feet per head.
8. The most generally accepted size and space requirements for feeding
racks and bunks are: feeding space, two lineal feet of fesder per head; throat
height, 20 to 24 inches above ground level; feeder width, 24 to 30 inches for
one side fevers, i% to 41 inches *hen feeding is from both sides; feeder deptn,
12 to 16 inches.
9. The ,;ore common methods of distributing feed inciuae:
a. Wheeled cart anc track carrier is suited to medium or small
operations, 20 to 100 head. Feeding by ttis method is direct
from storage to feeder.
b. Wagons hand unloaded are suited to any size operation where feed
must be hauled. They can be utilized for f—ding from either in
or out of the lot; however, it does not eliminate unloading labor.
c. Self-unloading wagons are e • to medium or large units where
feed must be hauled. This equipment operates best from fence
line feeders.
d. Power-scoop feeding is adapted to use for medium or large units
where the hauling distance is short and where the scoop can be
loaded directly from storage.
e. Bunk-conveyors are adapted to units where feeding can be carried
on directly from stors;;e to feeder. Such systems are normally
permanently located. They eliminate most of the physical labor.
10. The use of permanently located feeders will normally require surfacing
the area adjacent to the feeder. A four to six inch reinforced concrete slab
provides the most permanent and durable surface.
11. Self-feeding can be employed to reduce feeding labor in many programs.
a. Self-feeding grain is suited to creep feeding operations and
some full feeding programs. It demands careful mjui£j,ement to
stc-rt such a system.
b. Self-feeding hay is limited to chopped or ground hay at the
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present time. This system does not permit rationed feeding unless
sufficient feeder space is rovided for all animals at one time.
c. Self-feeding silage to date has been largely frost horizontal silos.
The system is adapted to calf or yearling wintering programs. Alio*
from three to six inches of feeder spsce per head.
12. Conveying machines aid in the automaton of feed handling operations
by providing efficient economical means of loading, unloading, transporting,
and distributing vsrious livestock feeds.
13. The hopper-bottom bin proviaes a gravity flow non-mechsnicai method
of feed movement. The minimum recommended floor slopes are 40 iegrees from
the horizontal for whole grain and 60 degrees for ground feeds.
14. Belt conveyors provide an efficient and fast method of moving feeas
Horizontally long distances. They demand careful design for successful opera-
tions.
15. Chain conveyors provide a relatively simple and inexpensive method
of moving feeds horizontally or at an incline. They are not as efficient
mechanically and do not operate as quiet as belt conveyors. The wide construc-
tion tolerances and simplicity make this sn excellent system for handling
M*t livestock f -eds,
16. Screw conveyors are relatively sio ^expensive feed moving
equipment. They require a high power factor and individual sections are
limited in length. The screw rill move feeds either horizontally or vertically.
17. Bucket elevators are the most efficient method for mo .dug grains or
ground feeds vertically. They are relatively simple to construct but slightly
more expensive to install than a chain conveyor.
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18. Pneumatic conveyors provide a mechanically simple ana relatively
inexpensive method oi' moving livestock feeds. They en be used to handle most
ol' the livestock feeds. The direction of conveying can be changed v.ith this
system. The high power requirement, mechanical damage to conveyed products,
and need for specific engineering data for design are the leading disadvant
lor the system.
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APPENDIX
Table 6. Blowers. (Brown and Henderson, 3)
Table 7, Power requirements of feed fixers. (3)
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Feed : Height •• Capacity : Speed : Motor
•
• (ft) : (bu or tons hr) : (ram) : Size (hp)
Grain 20 300-900 bu 700-1000 5 - n
Dry cut hay 30 16 tons 765 %
Dry cut hay 40 7 tons 700 %
Silage 30 25 tons 765 7|
Silage 40 14 tons 700 7?
.Size and Approx.
Capacity
(lbs per b/'tch)
7U0
1000
1200
2000
3000
Operating, Speed
(rpm of pulley)
200-400
200-400
200-400
200-4A0
200-400
200-400
Motor Sise
(i?)
4
2
3
5
7:
Table 8, Power requirements for flight type conveyors. (3)
Length : Approx. :
(ft) : Capacity :
i ( bu .er min) ;
Speed Drive
Psllv
Leal
Motor ~ize (hp)
neriz. to
35°- 40 Angle
16-24
26-28
30-36
JSbSL
15-20
15-20
15-20
15-20
150-225
150-225
150-225
150-^-5
1
1*
2
Table 9. Power requirements of bucket type elevators. (3j
Approx. : Discharge : Soeed : Motor Size
Capacity : Height 1 (rpm) : (hp)
(bu uer nr) : I ft) : :
100 6-50 (varies with V3
200 6-34 elevator 1/3
35-50 design and 1/2
300 6-24 size heaa 1/3
25-50 pulley M2
350 6-19
20-39
40-50
M31/2
3A
500 6-24
25-44
1/2
3/4
700 6-14
15-34
1/2
3/4
Ml
35-39 i-
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Table 10, Power requirements of horizontal iscrew conveyors
. (3)
Size j Length : (Auprcx. -acity) : Maximum t Motor
Screw » (ft) : Corn & : Small : recommended
: Size
(in) : • Beans j Grain : Auger Speed i (hp)
: bu_^er ! ir ; bu oer hr i (vom) i
4 10-20 44 64 120 1
21-4.0 ii
i6 10-20 180 196 115
21-4.0
2
9 10-20 520 672 105
21-40
10 up to -10 720 868 100 If
211-30
12 10-20
21-40
1240 1440 95 2
3
14 up to -10
11-30
2000 2240 90 2
3
Tnble 11. Povfif roqiri
-"events of incxined screw conveyors. (3)
Size : Length 1 Approx. : HftjdlBUi.: : Motor
Screw 1 (ft) : Capacity* : Hecommended : Size
(in) : 1 ( bu per hr ) ; Auger Speed : (hp)
»
•
•
(450
(rpm)
6 10-12 (250 3/4
13-13 to to 1 1/2
219-30 550) 350)
31-40 3
9 10-12
13-18
19-30
31-45
(700
to
800)
165 1 1/2
2
3
5
* Capacity increases at loner angle. Minimum figure for wheat, i
figure for oats.
Table 12. Power requirements <jf vertical type screw conveyors. (3)
Size : Length •
• Approx. : Maximum : Motor
Screw
(in)
6
: (ft) »• Capacity* j Recommended : Size
i \ (bu o«r hr) :Au *;er Soeed (r^m (hp)
up to 10 (230 175 1
11-20 to 2
21-40 500) 39 up to 10 (730 165
3
11-20 to
21-40 1130) 512 up to 10
11-20
21-40
(1650
to
2500)
150 3
5
7*
* Depends sn weight of gram. Minimum wheat, maximum oats.
Table 13. Hammer mill grinding with small electric motors. (3)
Grain or
Forage
: Fineness t
!
I
;
Shelled Corn
Ear Corn
Snapped Corn
Oats
Barley
Wheat
Kafir
Alf&fa Hay
Soy Bean Hay
Coarse
Medium
Fine
Course
Medium
Fine
Coarse
M edium
Fine
Coarse
Medium
Fine
Coarse
Medium
Fine
Coarse
Medium
Fine
Coarse
Medium
Fine
Coarse
Medium
Fine
Coarse
Medium
Fine
280-700
200-410
400-680
140-230
110-150
260-675
80-260
60-85
460-700
150-480
500-720
270-550
Motor Size
3
(lbs oer hr)
5
Hal
510-980
430-740
314-500
180-290
J90-670
410-480
270-/J.0
750-2030
450-1050
375-1240
670-860
550-740
410-1000
375-750
250-520
5J0-1750
510-950
321-420
77O-224O
560-740
125-4JO
275-500
(hP )
1750-2750
1023-1150
800-1625
750-1290
536-1300
1100-2300
1720-2770
770-1250
250-740
700-850
* The blanks indicate no data available rather than inability to grind
feed to the specified fineness.
Table 14. Power requirements for roller type mills. (3)
Approx. Capacity 1 1 Operating Speed 1 Motor Size
(lbs per hr)
| (rum) i (hp)
150-190 1
450-850 (250 1
700-2200 to 2
120U-3000 600) 3
1800-7500 5
3500-12000 *
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Table 15. Plate or burr mill grincing with electric rotor* (3)
Grain
:
t Finenes
t Motor Site
8 * * 1 1* : 3 : 5 i %
•
•
1 (hp) : (hp) : (hp) : (hp) : (hp)
: (lbs per hi)
Shelled Corn Coarse 90 750-1150 2200-3760 2350-4600 «
Medium 300-800 3-2200 I4OO-24OO 1630-3900
Fine 35 175-300 750-930 8OO-I4OO ...
Ear Com Coarse — — — ... ...
Medium .... mmm 460-525 550-1200 1000-1700
Fine — mmm _ mmm ..-_
Oats Coarse 60-200 200-350 340-710 — 740-1100
Medium 50-160 120-210 550-771 640-900
Fine 40-100 100-150 450 mmm _—
Barley Coarse 145 425-630 930 800-1200 1800-2000
Medium — 150-425 330-720 793-808 mmm
Fine 70 mmm mmm mmm , 1
Wheat Coarse
Medium
180 860-1250
370-360
— — —
Fine 100 M* _ ... —
Kafir Coarse
Medium
Fine
1230-1330
700-1230
21C-700
-
mmmmmt
* The blanks in icate no data available 1 ather than inability to grind feea
to the specified fineness.
Table 16. Comparative working corral fence material prices.
2 in. olank : 3 in. pole t 2 in. pipe t sucker rod : Landing mat
i per bd ft : t per ft : 1 per ft : 4 uer ft j i per ft
6 2 1/4 5 3 3/4 15
8 3 6 2/3 5 20
10 3 3/4 3 1/3 6 1/4 25
12 4 1/2 10 7 1/2 30
H 5 1/4 11 2/3 3 3/4 35
16 6 13 1/3 10 40
18 6 3/4 15 . 11 1/4 45
20 7 i/2 16 2/3 12 1/2 50
head comparative prices horizontally.
Comparison does not include erection and meintainence costs.
Pole fence life considered 50$ of board fence, others considered equal.
Comparable fences; 5» 2 x 6 planks treated; 6, 3inch poles; 6, 2 inch f ipej
8, sucker rods; 2, 3 foot landing mat.
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Table 17. Comparative holding pen or feeding lot fence material < rices.
1x6 2x6 : 3 inch 2 Mckar landing > 42 inch i 2 inch
fence bd s t plank : pole j rod ; mat i wire : z-ije
£ per $ per : I per : fj per | # per : $ per : <? per
bd ft i bd ft : foot : foot ! foot : foot s foot
6 3 3A 1 iA 2 l/2 11 1/4 3 3/4 3
8 5 1 2/3 3 1/3 16 1/4 6 1/4 4
10 6 1/4 2 1/12 4 1/6 21 1/4 8 3/4 5
12 7 1/2 2 1/2 5 26 1/4 11 1/4 6
U 8 3/4 2 11/12 5 5/6 31 1/4 13 3/4 7
16 10 3 1/3 6 2/3 36 1/4 16 1/4 8
18 ii iA 3 3/4 7 1/2 u 1/4 IS 3/4 9
20 12 1/2 4.1/6,,. 8 1/3 46 1/4 211/4 10
Read compai
Comparison
Pole fence
Comparable
6, poles; 5, 2 inch pipe; 6, sucker rod or cable; 1, 3 foot landing mat with
3 barbs; 1,
:t:.:tive prices Horizontally.
ct0<?s not include erection and ma -ntainence costs,
life considered 50% board fence life, others equal,
fence&t 5, 1 x 6 fence boards treated; 4, 2 x 6 planks treated;
42 inch woven wire with 2 barbs and 1, 2 x 3 plank.
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Livestock production is s highly competitive busines .>. The growth,
progress, u» prosperity of those engaged in this business is controlled to a
larpe extent by the efficiency of production. This study on the automaton of
livestock handling and feeding deals with production efficiency as affected by
livestock handling and feeding equips ent. The proper selection and application
of this equipment can insure more effective use of labor, aid in securing me -
imuia feed utilization, ana promote better menage, ^actices. The purpose of
the study was to establish the guides needed to insure effective tf iievtion by
livestockmen.
The information presented represents an accjmulation of technical and
empiric. 1 facts on cattle handling and feeding facilities. Materials are pre-
sented on the layout, design, and construction of livestock rwrking corrals,
livestock feeding lots and equipment, and feed handlin - -merit. The in-
formation was assembled from a vide range of sources. Available printed
materials: books, bulletins, circulars, and periodical MM articles on the
subject were reviewed. The opinions of numerous livestockmen ?ma animal hus-
:ry specialists were secured regarding desirable e:yui c t. Many observa-
tions of existing tqatp—»t an; systems hove been maoe by the author while
working with livestockmen during the past ei;:;ht years.
The first observation MM regarding the automaton of livestock handling
and feeding was that there is no universal answer to the problem. Each opera-
tion presents new set of resources and conditions which ;.;ust be evaluated.
Convenience, safety, simplicity, and flexibility are the criterion u_ on which
a practic-1 design can be ma>.e. The systematic analysis of present conditions,
the needs, and possible solutions provides the basis for develc,in^ an efficient
ctive design.
The working corral is essential for efficient cettle handling, ouch a
corral provides the pens and eqaipatnt for holding, crowding, trs I . loading,
unloading, and weighing cattle. The corral should occupy a welj. drained ares
adjacent to the livestock wit ;ood access to a road system. The pens for t.
corrals must be strong and durable. The gates must be equally strong, easy to
operate, and have secure fastenings. The major parts of a working corral are:
tvo holding pens inclosing a total area of from 20 to 40 square feet per ne*.
,
one crowding pen inclosing at letst AOQ square feet, a Miking chute 25 to %
I long, a loading chute, a MgMMM chute or head gate, and possible scales,
cutting gates, and spray pen.
The demand for livestock fMlHnfl lots end equipment is quite variec
on the production program. The generally recommended lot area
required for feeding varus is froi 150 to 300 square feet per heed in unsurf&ced
lots and 75 square feet in surfaced lots. Labor efficiency in feeding can be
accomplished by mechanizing the operation, installing new or better fe ding
-xpment, and rearranging the feeding schedule or layout. Fence line bunks
vide an efficient method of corral feeding hauled feeds. Portable bunks are
the proper choice where maximum flexibility is desired. Permanent bunks r-
istribution conveyors are efficient for feeding directly from storage to bunk.
Two feet of feeding space per head is the generally accepted design allowance.
Mm I '-feeding is employed the space requirement c*n be reduced to from six
to nine inches per head on grain rations and three to six inches on silege.
The use of permanently located feeding equipment will require the installation
of a surfaced feeding floor along the bunk in nost are^s. A four to six inch
concrete - ovices the mott permanent sod curable surfacing material.
The use of conveyors will materially reduce the labor required to load,
unload, trine,.. ad distribute livestock feces. ,ted to live-
stock feed movement jobs include: belt convenor.;, chaia conveyors, au ers,
bucket •lOTltort, tic conveyor*. The belt conveyor is best suited
to the fpst movement of relatively large volumes cf ^renuiar materi:.
borlttfetftlly. The belt oenvtyor oper&t ly ana i. i . .c. .iy efficient
but it is relrtively expensive. h*in conveyors are the I Md live-
stock feed movii: cvice. TL I ^ooc. for horiior & .i-ric-ire conveying
of grains, hoy, silage, tad sacked materials. They ere simple to oesign or
build and lees expensive than belt conveyors, however, they are slow, r, and
less efficient mcchf-ri calxy. The screr conveyor provides relatively euaple
and inexpensive method of moving feed grains or chopped roughages. 6 can
be used for horizontal, incline, or vertical feed movements. The high power
fector and limited unit length limit acre toer.eral use of t j-i: conveyor. The
bucket elevator is cue cf the M icient devic- ;. vi.oifc or
ground grains vertically. This equipment is well suited to feed processing
installations which utilize overhead hep cr-bottom bins. The blower or
OMii« conveyor provides a relatively simple and lfti -ve *ethoe of
PftViBg feeds over pa irregular path, fat hi£l power rec uirenent and physical
damage to cor.veyed products ere the leadir ,es of these conveyors.
The automate: of ii .stcjh baadU i ...:.... - finitely aid the
livestocisman torard the development of a more effici ..; d profitable business.
